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STATEMENT BY.SECRETARY GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD

BEFORE SECURITY COUNCIL, SUNDAY, 21 AUGUST I960

At the moment when the unity of the territory of the Congo and the 'people

of the Congo was manifested, "by the establishment all over the Republic1 of the

presence of the United Nations Force under a unified command, at'the moment: when

the United Nations Force was deployed in strength in Katanga, at the moment when

the Belgian withdrawal was under way even from the Kamina base, the actions and

attitudes of the United Nations, and in particular of its Secretary-General,

came under severe criticism from the Prime Minister of the Congo, This criticism

•was followed "by a series of actions against officials in the service of the

United Nations which, whatever the immediate cause might have been for those

actions, gave an impression of deep distrust and hostility fomented for political

ends. ^They were of a nature to call for a formal and serious protest. If

continued, they may create so great difficulties for all the United Nations

activities in the Congo that they may finally force me to raise the question of

a reconsideration of those activities by the competent United Nations organs.

Recently we have had to register Q number of unprecedented allegations in

communications addressed to me or stated in press conferences, and also various

complaints Braised on a level on which I do not believe that the Security Council

would wish to pursue this matter. However, the Council should, in my view, give

the numerous statements to which I refer a careful study. They are both causes

and symptoms of a deterioration for which I cannot find any valid substantive

reasons.

I can understand susceptibilities and tensions developing in a difficult

situation and I take them fully into account. I can understand also how in a
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state of disintegration those, who are supposed to be the agents of the law, may

be the first to break it. However, whatever the explanation of the actions and

reactions to which I have referred, they have created for the United Nations a

most delicate position in which the very dignity of the Organization and the

Governments which it represents sometimes has been put in question.

In order to cairy out my mandate, I have been forced to act with great

firmness in relation to many parties. One of them has been the Central Government

itself. I do not believe that I have ever failed- in courtesy. On the other

hand, I do not excuse myself for having stated clearly the principles of the

Charter and for having acted independently on their basis, mindful of the dignity

of the Organization — and to have done so whether it suited all those we are

trying to help or not. Nor have I forgotten that the ultimate purpose of the

United Nations services to the Republic of the Congo is to protect international

peace and security, and that, to the extent that the difficulties facing the

Republic are not of a nature to endanger international peace, they are not of

our concern.

In the note verbale which I had to address to the Government of the Congo

three days ago, I said: "The Secretary-General wishes to point out that the

United Nations has put its resources at the disposal of the Republic of the

Congo in the form, and to the extent, such a service to the Republic of the

Congo serves the over-riding purpose of maintaining international peace and

security. That purpose was the basis for the decision of the Security Council

and the further development of the United Nations activities will be determined

by it."

Is it because the Government of the Republic has not understood this, is

it because of frustration at the discovery of the limits this principle puts on

the ways in which the United Nations can serve in the Congo, that we are now

blamed? However, also the Congo belongs to a world in which its people must

integrate themselves on a basis of equal rights and equal duties with others,

following the law which is above us all.

(more)
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I will now turn to the questions of substance which are facing us.' First

a word about my contact with Mr. Tshombe,

The first time the possibility of a personal contact with him was raised,

was during'my first visit to -Leopoldville, when,'presiding over a meeting of

the Council of 'Ministers', the Vice Prime Minister asked me whether I'would

consider establishing such a contact. My reply was that .I/ for my part, had no

objection, but would be guided by the reaction-of the Council of Ministers.'

It emerged -from the discussion that, at that stage, the Council of Ministers

preferred "that such a contact, in preparation of the entry of the United Nations'

Force, were established not by me personally/ but by Dr. Bunche as my personal

representative. This, however, was not for any reasons of principle, but in

order to reduce the risk that the contact be expldited in propaganda, as

indicating a recognition by me of a special Katanga problem. Thus, the question

of the United Nations contact with Mr. Tshombe which was recognized as desirable,

was then-regarded by the Council of Ministers as a-question of form and pre-

sentation. The' question arose in this form, if I understood the situation

correctly, in large part because of the ambiguity regarding- Katatiga which still

might be said to be found in the resolutions of the Security Council; '

Later, when I announced the departure of- Dr.- Bunche, it' is true -that

l̂e Conseil du.Cabinet du Vice Premier Ministre" asked for the inclusion' of three

representatives -of the--Government in Dr. Bunche's'party, and that this-''request

was later repeated from-the same source.- However^ as appears from documents'

circulated to the Council, the- request which, if accepted, would have changed

fundamentally'the character of Dr. Bunchess contact with Mr. Tshombe was, once

I had rejected it, not endorsed by the Council Of Ministers. ' •

For reasons tenown' to the Council, the mission of Dr. Bunche did'not succeed,

The effort-showed us that an attempt to'move the United Nations troops into

Katanga, in the situation then prevailing and as envisaged, would meet with'-"

organized armed resistance, '

In the Security Council discussion on the Katanga'-problem the words "vicious

circle"'were used'to'characterise the situation facing the United Nations". The '

term was adequate in'view of this-"armed resistance-against landings of United

Nations troops, combined with the fact that the entry of United Nations troops

) - . - ; . • • . ; • • . . " • -V • • .\ - • ..
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was a condition for the withdrawal of Belgian troops, and that the withdrawal

of Belgian troops, in turn,, seemed to be the condition for the "breaking of the

armed resistance.

I arrived, after the meeting of the Security Council, at the conclusion

that two things were necessary in order to break the vicious circle without

falling "back on whatever assistance might eventually "be forthcoming from the

Belgian side. The first one was not to separate the civilian approach from the

military one. The second one was to make the civilian approach on a level where

the full weight of the United Nations was brought to bear on the issue, this

irrespective of any objections as to form. An approach of the type thus indicated

by previous experiences was facilitated by the fact that the new Security Council

resolution had eliminated all ambiguity and that, therefore, no question of

presentation should any longer exist in the way which had hampered us at the

previous stage.

In these circumstances, I felt that we had to try to achieve a speedy

withdrawal of Belgian troops by staging a break-through for the United Nations

Force into Katanga with token units accompanying me personally. All other lines

of action seemed more uncertain and definitely slower in their effect.

This decision being reached,.keeping in reserve the possibility of Belgian

assistance at our entry as a -- less promising -- alternative that I might

fall back on if the attempt failed, I approached, the day after the Security

Council had adopted its resolution, Mr. Tshombe along the line mentioned. As

appears from a memorandum circulated to the Security Council, I immediately

briefed the Congolese Delegation about my plan, without, in the first instance

giving the details, but later with full information about the approach and its

neceesary timetable. I did so without meeting any objections from their side.

This seemed to me natural in view of the circumstances, the previous reasons for

hesitation bein.g eliminated by the Security Council and the previous experience

showing that nothing short of what I tried to do was likely to succeed in a

sufficiently near future.

I followed through on my plan with all the speed necessary in view of the

fact that every delay might reduce the chances of success. The approach worked

and at present the Security Council resolution is being fully implemented in

Katanga. The way in which I operated is being criticized by spokesmen of the

Republic of the Congo as contrary to the aims pursued. Let me ask, what were then

their aims: the speediest ppsslble withdrawal of Belgian troops while order and

(more)
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security were maintained by the United Nations troops? If so, my approach proved

to "be adequate. Or was it something different?

As is well known to the Council I had made it clear to the provincial

authorities, "before my visit to Elisabethville,.that there could "be no agreements

nbr>any talk'about conditions. Once the presence of the United Nations.Force in

Katanga was an 'established fact, I had only to explain their functions, rights and

duties as stated by me already before my visit in the memorandum .circulated as

addendum 6 to "my second report; it may- here be noted that this memorandum was

handed to the Prime Minister of the Congo before I used it in my own talks in
'Katanga* .', . ' •

There is another point which may merit some short observations. Immediately

on my return from Elisabethville in the evening of 1^ August, I sought contact with

the Central Government and sent to the Foreign Minister a letter requesting1 an

opportunity to report to the Government. That, letter was received by the Foreign

"Minister soon after midnight on 15 August. Between 11 and 12 o'clock the next

morning I invited the Prime Minister and the Deputy Prime Minister to come to my

office and'see me in the afternoon of the 15th,. and the invitation was accepted.

At noon- I received the letter in which the Prime Minister presented his criticism

of my stand and of the United Nations action. You are well acquainted with this

letter which has been circulated as a Security Council document.

I shall not comment on the rest of the somewhat lively correspondence.of.

that day beyond saying that I kept my plans open until 10 p.m. that evening,

without having received any reply to my request for a meeting with the Government,

and without having^received1 the guests whom I had invited and whose invitation.I.

had not cancelled.

I am sorry to have taken even a few minutes of the time of the Council with
' •' ' . • !• . .

what may look as trivialities. I have not done so in order to criticise . ...

anything which has been done or not been done by the spokesmen of the Government.

My only reason is that the data .are necessary as comments to the correspondence

which I have had to circulate to the Council and, thus, form part of the record

on which the Security Council will have to base its evaluation of the problems-

facing the United Nations in this matter.

(more)
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After these clarifications which I think should dispose of all the marginal

issues which have been raised in :receht days, I wish to- turn to the two matters

which rightly can claim the attention of the Council. The first one is the

question of the Belgian withdrawal; the eebond one is the question of the mandate

of the United Nations Force:in relation to the internal conflict which has

developed in the Congo.

Before the breakthrough into Katanga, all Belgian troops were already with-

drawn from the five other provinces- of• the Republic of the- Congo, except for the

Kitona base in the province of Leopoldville, In the ten days between Dr. Bunche's

visit and mine, Belgian' troops in Katanga had been reduced from 8,600 to 3,600 out

of which latter number 1,000 are technicians essential to civilian activities in

Kamina. The withdrawal started in Blisabethville the day after the arrival of the

first United Nations troops, that is to say, Saturday, 15 August. It has continued

in and' from Katanga, including Kamina, throughout the past week, and the withdrawal

of the remaining combat troops in going on at a pace determined solely by the

availability of air transport. It is going on in the same way also from Kitona,

where 500 technicians are placed presenting the same practical problem as the

technicians in Kamina.

I have received the formal assurance" of the Belgian Government of completion

of the withdrawal of all combat troops within at the most eight days. The question

to which the Council has given primary consideration in the case of the Congo,

that is to say the withdrawal of the Belgian troops, can thus be now regarded as

definitely resolved. ' Some delay of the evacuation from Kamina and Kitona of

non-combat personnel should not be attributed to Belgian resistance to the move,

but results from the responsibility which will now be that of the United Nations,

in assistance of the country, for the maintenance of the substantial Congolese

population so fully dependent on the bases for the security of their work and

income. Whatever Belgian non-combat personnel may have to be retained for some

time at the bases, I anticipate that in less than a week the last soldiers will

have left.

(more)
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It is recognized, of course, that there may "be certain problems resulting

from any delay In the departure of even the non-combat Belgian personnel. Having

particularly in mind the reality of suspicion as a potent fact in the society, the

United Nations should undertake to ensure that the "bases will in no way be used and

that the personnel-retained'in it'will not engage in political or propaganda

activities'of any kind, • and'that thez'e will be no interference in the internal

affairs of the State. ':' ' • ' • •> '••' • •

Indeed^ 'with this short' summary of the Belgian withdrawal, and with the

resulting -vacuum filled by the United nations, we should be entitled to regard

the chapter of the Congo story which describes the situation as one of a threat

to international peace and-security as being close to the end. This is said in

the firm expectation^ 6f course, that we need not envisage a risk from any new

developments in the Congo outside'the framework firmly established by the Security

Council and contrary to the attitude on action'by foreign troops that the Council

has taken in this as in other cases. It is said also in the firm expectation that

the Government of the Republic will take such measures as are within its power to

assist the United Nations Force in carrying out the Council's decision and, thus,

helping to bring about the order and stability necessary to avoid future eruptions.

Other chapters are to unfold, but they relate to the construction of the

State and the laying of foundations for a balanced political, economic and social

life for the people. In the long run they are more- important than the chapter

which has come to an end, but they are only indirectly within the sphere of the

responsibility of the Security Council, whatever importance they may have for the

United Nations in its effort to help Africa to achieve its rightful place in

our political and economic world of today.

With the short reference which I have just made to- the problems really

facing the United Nations in the Congo, it is with some hesitation that I

turn to the legal question concerning the functions and authority of the

United Nations Force. I do so not because I can regard it as a matter to which

the Security Council should give attention equal to the one required by the

question of the withdrawal, but in order to see to it that the record of the

United Nations is kept straight.

(more)
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Before I turn to that task I would, with your permission, give an indication

of my intentions on a practical problem,, closely'related to the withdrawal of

Belgian troops and to the deployment of the United Nations Force.

The distinguished delegate of the Soviet Union, at the last meeting of

the Security Council raised the question of an advisory committee, I have

given further thought to his idea. I would now welcome a more formal and

regular arrangement for the current and highly useful consultations which I

have with countries contributing units to the United Nations Force. If that

would not meet with any objection from the'Council, it would therefore be my

intention to invite the representatives of those countries to serve as members

of an advisory committee to the Secretary-General personally, following the

pattern established by the Advisory Committee functioning for the United Nations

Emergency Force in the Middle East.

(more)
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INSERT IN TEXT OF SECRETARY-GENERAL'S STATEMENT TO SECURITY COUNCIL

(The following paragraph should be inserted after the first paragraph on
page ? of Press Release SG/950.)

I should perhaps at this point-add a footnote on the legal situation as

regards the bases. Many legal and economic interests are involved and, for

that reason, negotiations concerning the handing over of the bases to the

Republic of the Congo were foreseen in the Treaty of Friendship. Obviously}
the temporary take-over by the United Nations of the bases, in assistance to

the country, does not mean that the United Nations has resolved, or taken a

stand on these various legal problems. The temporary United Nations administra-

tion, on the contrary, must be established with the clear understanding that

all rights involved are reserved for later negotiation. Thus, in the language

of the Charter, this administration must be regarded as a provisional measure

without prejudice to the rights or claims of the parties concerned. If we had

had to wait for the necessary negotiations before the temporary take-over, it

would have delayed the withdrawal of Belgian troops in a way which was not

acceptable. The formula indicated thus is the only one which in the circumstances

can resolve the immediate problem.

(End Insert)
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In its" resolution of: 9 August 1960 the' Security '-Coundll declared -in' the

operative paragraph: 3 that "the entry of' the United Nations Force into the ' '•

Province of Katanga is necess'ary for the fall implementation of this

resolution." If further' reaffirmed (operative paragraph 4) "that the

United Nations Force' in the Congo will''not be a party or in :any way inter-
s > ' * * . , . . - ' , . • . . i . ^ . •

vene in or be used'to'influence ""the bu'tcome' of any internal conflict, - •

constitutional or otherwise," ' ' v"' ' ' '"'

I have later circulated as Addendum 6 to ray second report a memorandum

on the implementation of paragraph 4 of the said resolution (S/̂ 426)»

In a letter from the Prime1 Minister of the Republic Of the Congo,

dated lit- August 1960 and — as already mentioned — received at noon' the '

following"day, -6he interpretation"given by me in the memorandum just

mentioned has' been challenged. This challenge is based 'mainly on an

interpretation of the' resolution of the Security Council of Ik July 1960'-' '

(S/kjQj), and in particular on the words in that resolution'authorizing " '

the Secretary-General "'to provide the bbverhm'ent (of' tfae Republic'of the''

Congo) with such'military "assistance as may be"necessary"; attention is "

also given to the phrase that steps ' should be taken "in c'OnsiXltation with""
the Government". . . . . . . , .. ... ,,. .,. ..... . . . . . ... .

Although the interpretation I have given to operative paragraph'& •-••- •

of the resolution of 9 August seems to me to be incontestable in the light

both of the Charter, of the debate preceding the adoption of the reso-

lution of 14 July, of the re'levant paragraphs of my first report as

"commendedn"by the Security Council, and by the following debates and

re solution'ŝ '"--iB-- particular the resolution of 9 -August, as well as in the-

light of previous Security Council and General Assembly practices, the

(more)
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argument now put forward requires an analysis.

In the light of the legal history of the matter, I do not see any

reason for the Security Council to confirm my interpretation of the

functions of the UN Force in the respect now challenged. Should, on

the other hand, any Members of the Council be at variance with my

interpretation on the basis indicated by the Prime Minister of the

Republic of the Congo, or on any other basis, I am sure that they may

wish to give expression to what they consider to be the right interpretation

in a draft resolution.

After these introductory observations on the legal problem, I will

now go into an evaluation of the arguments used in criticism of my

interpretation.

The reason given for the consent to send military assistance to the

Congo, to be found in the resolution of !*»• July, which was presented by the

Secretary-General, without contradiction from the Council, may be summed up as

follows. Order and security in the. Congo had broken down. It was

maintained in a way which was not acceptable^ as the presence of Belgian

troops was a source of internal and international tension. The withdrawal

of Belgian troops and the introduction of the UN Force, pending the

re-establishment of order and security byknormal means, was therefore

indicated in order to overcome a situation which represented a threat

to peace and security.

Although reference had been made in the Security Council to the claim

of independence by the provincial authorities of Katanga, there is nothing

in the record leading up to the resolution which indicates that the Council,

when discussing such military assistance "as may be necessary,'1 intended that

such assistance be used to subdue the revolt in the province of Katanga.

It would indeed have been necessary,, as a minimum, that the Council state

explicitly such an intention, if the Secretarŷ General were expected to act in

a way contrary to his express statement that United Nations forces in the

Republic of the Congo could "not take any action which would make them a party

to internal conflicts in the country." This statement, it is emphasized,

(mare)
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-was not challenged by any Member..of the Council 'in the debate which preceded

the -adoption-of. the resolution of Ik July 1960. _.. Certainly the Council cennot

be deemed.to have., instructed, the Secretary-General, 'without stating-; so explicitly,

to act beyond the scope of his own request or contrary to the _specific limita-

tion., regarding non-intervention in internal conflicts which.he stated to the

Council. Moreover, in the light of the domestic.jurisdiction limitation of

the Charter, it must be assumed that the Council would not, authorise the

Secretary-General, to,intervene with armed.troops in an internal conflict,

when the Council has not specifically adopted enforcement measures under

Articles ktpr.^2 of Chapter VII. ' . . : : .. •

This interpretation is further borne put,by.ray subsequent reports and

the debates and resolutions of the Council. Before the meeting of the

.Security Council, resulting: in. the adoption of the resolution of 22 July,

. J had presented to the Council my... first report containing also an elaboration

of the principles determining the actions, of .the United Nations Force.. .From

this report the following paragraph should .be. quoted in full: -.-.-•.

.,. .:- "Although the United.Nations Force-,under..the resolution is• dispatched •

to the.Congo at the request of the•Government.and will be present.in the

Congo with.its consent; and although it may be considered as serving as

.an arm of the Government for the maintenance of order and protection of

life — tasks which naturally belong to the national authorities and which

will pass to such authorities as soon as, in-the view of the Government, they

are sufficiently firmly established— the Force is necessarily under the

exclusive command of -the United Nations,-..vested in the Secretary-General under

the control of the Security Council. This is in Accordance, with the principles

generally applied by the Organization. The Force .is thus not under the orders

of the Government nor can it, as I pointed out in m^ statement to the Council,

be permitted to become a party to any internal conflict. A departure from this

principle would seriously endanger the impartiality of the United nations "and

of the operation."

Also the following paragraph should be recalled:
nThe authority granted to the United Nations'Force cannot be exercised

within, the Congo- either in cpmpetitipn with representatives of the host Govern-

ment o£. in .cooperation with them in .any joint operation; ' This naturally applies

a fortiori to representatives and military units of other Governments than the

host Government. Thus, the United Nations operation must be separate and distinct

from activities by any national authorities,"

(more)
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Significantly, no representative dissented from the principle of non-

intervention asserted by the Secretary-General, and his report was "commended11

by the Council in its resolution of 22 July, It must therefore be concluded

that the Council endorsed the principles which the Secretary-General set forth

in that report. . .

Finally, it' should be noted that, in paragraph k of the resolution of 9

August, the Council "reaffirms" that the United Nations Force would not be

used to influence the outcome of any internal conflict. This use of "reaffirms"

shows that the Council was expressly stating what had previously been the

understanding of the earlier resolutions, and in this sense, paragraph k of

the resolution of 9 August must be considered as decisive in interpreting the

military assistance "as may be necessary" referred to in the resolution of Ik

July, . .

In the development leading up to the resolution of 22 July, it was I who

gave the interpretation that the two steps explicitly requested by the Council,

referred to the whole of the territory of the Republic of the Congo on the formal

ground that this territory was so established earlier In the month when the

Republic had been recommended by the. Council for admission to the United Nations.

This interpretation of mine was confirmed by the Council in the last

prearabular paragraph of its resolution.of 22 July still, however, without any

precision as to how the Council regarded the conflict between local authorities

in Katanga and the Central Government. There is nothing in the debate nor in the

arguments given for the new resolution, which went beyond the two purposes for

the UU military operation as stated and recognized, that is to say the maintenance

of order and security by the UK troops combined with the withdrawal of Belgian

troops, the former being the means to the latter as a main political end. Had

it at this stage become the intention of the Council that the troops should be

used for the further purpose of subduing the rebellion, it would, as already

noted, have been obvious that this would have had to be explicitly said.

It was not until in my introductory statement in the debate leading up

to the resolution of 9 August that the issue of Katanga was presented for

decision, and it was then so presented in order to arrive at the reaffirmation

of the right of the UN Force to enter Katanga and the obligation of the Belgian

troops to leave Katanga. It was made clear in my own statements and in those

of a majority of the Council, that, given the withdrawal of the Belgian troops

(more)
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from Katanga, the conflict between the Central Government and the provincial

authorities was an internal matter, constitutional-;or.otherwise. Neither- in my

presentation'nor from the sponsors or: supporters of • the resolution did it emerge

that'1 United- Nations troops -- in contradiction to the -whole history of the case

up to'that stage —would, be. introduced in order to impose the authority of •

the" Central' Governmen.t -on : the rebellious provincial: leaders. On the contrary,'

the"• current of • thought characterizing, the debate 'was that the United Nations•

Force 'could not ;and should not force, its way into Katanga, but should arrive'

there 'on a ;basis of-acceptance by.the Katanga authorities of the'Security Council

decisions :as worded. -.It is for-, that reason characteristic .that operative

paragraph-3, which requested the' presence of United Nations troops in Katanga,

was 'combined with operative paragraph 4,- "reaffirming" that the Force would not

"be-used.to influence'the outcome of-any internal conflict, constitutional or .

otherwise.tt Why should-that have been said in this, context, if not in, order to

make it clear that the, presence of the United Nations troops in Katanga, as

requested,' was; not intended to-be an instrument to"'be used to influence the

conflict1 of the provincial authorities with the Central Government?

I repeat-̂ .what I have already said: I do not ask foz1 a confirmation by the

Security Council of the obvious. -Whatever the development -within' the Council,

I would have achieved the'aim,of my-request of the Security Council to convene

at this stage, that aim be.ing solely, in the light of the views presented by

the Prime Minister of the Republic of'the Congo, to> 'arrive at a clarification

of the attitude of the Council. '

(more)
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V

In concluding, let me look at the future. The Belgian chapter in the

history of the Congo in its earlier forms is ended. The United Nations, thus

manifesting the unity of the territory and the people, is all over the area

in charge of order and security, creating an umbrella under which the people of

the Congo should be able to find its way to peace and to create the forms of

government and administration under which they wish to live. Can the United

Nations do more? Yes, in one respect: by putting its technical resources at

the disposal of the people of the Congo in assistance in the enormous tasks it

is facing. But. apart from the protection which the United Nations gives to

normal civilian life, its contribution cannot go beyond assistance to the people,

The decisions will have to be those of the people, the choices will be theirs

and the creation of a political structure which will provide a stable and

constructive government, must be theirs. It must be theirs to find; along the

road of reconciliation, compromise and agreement, -marked by willingness to put

the interest of the nation above the interests of groups, areas or individuals.

Is it too much to expect that it will be understood that a period of

utter crisis and disintegration is one in which those who work for their

personal benefit are acting against the interest of the people of the country,

while those who work for the interest of the people of the country will find

that they themselves have profited by their self-oblivion in submission to

the common cause.

(more)
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The United Nations stands ready to help also in;the creative process to

which I referred, but it can help only to the extent that it is requested to

help and to the extent that it meets with a confidence rising above considera-

tions of nationality and race which are contrary to the very spirit of universality,

fundamental to the Charter, a spirit in which, alone,Africa -- and the Congo

as one part of Africa -- can find its rightful place in the international

community of nations.

In the perspective just outlined, the tensions of the moment disappear

and even the Belgian intervention and the Security Council counter-action are

reduced to an episode. This meeting of the Security Council would rise above

the reasons which have made it necessary if we were to look towards the real

problems of the future. The needs of the moment may falsify our perspectives.

It seems to me to be time to look ahead and to brush aside those conflicts and

divergencies of views and emotions, which for too long have delayed a concentrated

effort to mold the people of the Congo into a happy and prosperous State,

adding to the stability and progress of Africa and thereby contributing to

the peace of the world.

*
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The representative of Ceylon has drawn attention to two statements of mine,

one in the report and the other in the statement I made this morning. The first

one covers a phrase which has been very much <|u0ted here today — but practically

always, I must say, quoted incompletely* "The difficulty which the Council faces

in the case of the Katanga does not have its root in the Belgian attitude" is only

the beginning of the sentence. Two things follow. First of all, it speaks of

"the Belgian attitude..«as stated to me." And then there follows an explanation:

"as the Belgian Government acquiesces in the Security Council decisions and therefore

undoubtedly will" -- in the future tense -- "instruct its military elements in the

Province to act in accordance with the resolutions as implemented by the United

Nations Force."

That is to say, what I wanted to bring out was the fact that the Belgian policy

line, to be implemented by action, did not present us with a problem: there was

nothing new to expect from that side*

The other statement, the one in my intervention this morning, refers to the

situation de facto, as of today: "...the presence of those troops now is the main

cause of continued danger."

I think that the representative of Ceylon will see the connection between the

two statements.



Le SECRETAIRE GENERAL (interpretation de 1'anglais) : Le representant de

Ceylan a attire I1attention sur un passage de mon deuxieme rapport ainsi que

sur'un passage de la declaration que j'ai faite ce matin. Le premier passage a

ete souvent cite aujourd'hui, encore que de faqon incomplete. "La difficulte

a laquelle le Conseil se heurte dans le cas du Katanga ne tient pas a 1'attitude

i

W^' "

beige" n'est que le debut d'une phrase. II y a ensuite : "...a 1'egard du probleme

tel qu'il m'a ete expose,..", puis vient une explication : "... car le Gouvernement

beige accepte les decisions du Conseil de securite et, par consequent,, ordonnera

sans nul doute a ses elements militaires qui se trouvent dans cette province

d'agir conformement aux resolutions qu1execute la Force des Nations Unies, si

cela n'a pas encore ete fait".

Ce 'que j'ai voulu degager, c'est que la politique beige, qui reste a mettre

en oeuvre, ne pose pas pour nous de probleme : il n'y a rien de nouveau a escompter

de ce cote.

L'autre declaration, lors de mon intervention de ce matin, se refere a

la situation de facto, aujourd'hui : "... la presence de ces troupes est maintenant

la cause principale du danger qui subsiste ...".

Je pense que le representant de Ceylan verra le lien entre les deux declarations.
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Le PRESIDENT : Je n'ai plus d'orateurs inscrits sur ma liste. JTen

conclus g_ue les membres du Conseil sont disposes a proceder au vote sur les deux

projets de resolutions qui nous sont sounds : le projet de resolution S/Mf2U,

depose par les delegations de Ceylan et de la Tunisie, et le projet de resolution

S/V+25, depose par 1'Union des Republiques socialistes sovietiques.

Comme 1'indiquent ces deux numeros, nous devons d'abord nous prononcer sur

la resolution S/kh2k presentee par la delegation de Ceylan et par la delegation de

Tunisie.

S'il n'y a pas d1 objections de la part des membres du Conseil, je mettrai

aux voix ce projet de resolution.

II en est ainsi decide.

Votent pour : Argentine, Ceylan, Chine, Equateur, Pologne, Tunisie,

Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Word,

Union des Republiques socialistes sovietiques,

Etats-Unis d'Ameriq.ue.

Votent contre : Neant.

S'abstiennent : France, Italie.

Far 9 voix contre zero, avec 2 abstentions, le projet de resolution

est adopte.

I
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The representative of the United Kingdom asked me how I would interpret the

phrase "speedy modalities determined by the Secretary-General." It may be natural

if I hesitate a little bit to venture an interpretation at this stage of the

debate.

For me, necessarily, the main interpretative document will be my own statement

this morning, to which I regard this draft resolution as a reply. But I think

perhaps that, in that light, I can risk an attempt to explain how I look at the

position.

I read the phrase "speedy modalities" as a recognition of the need for me --

and I repeat "for me'T — so to implement the request for immediate withdrawal

addressed to the Government of Belgium as to provide for an orderly development

within the limits of the possible, as determined also by factors over which

.others than we are the masters and, of course, with due regard to the overriding

needs of the situation.

Thus I read the phrase quoted by the representative of the United Kingdom as

entitling me,' inter alia, to have regard to the concern expressed by this very

Council that there should be effective and continued maintenance of law and order.

This will not slow down the withdrawal provided that, as the Security Council has

a right to expect, the Belgian Government and Mr. Tshombe — and those who support

him — give their full and immediate cooperation.

There are also other related considerations which must influence me in

determining the modalities. May it suffice to remind the Council of what I said

this morning regarding the problem presented by the 15,000 Congolese who depend

on the Kamina base.

Together, such considerations a,s those mentioned will, on my side, necessitate

the establishment of speedy timetables which, with a background in the obligation

of the Belgian Government established by the proposed resolution, are determined

by the possibilities, the responsibilities, and the aims of the United Nations.

# y V V Jtf.
n An TT
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Le PRESIDE1T : Je donne la parole au Secretaire general, qui desire

repondre a la question qui lui a ete posee par le representant du Royaume-Uni.

Le SECRETAIRE GENERAL (interpretation de 1'anglais): Le representant

du Royaume-Uni m'a demande comment -j' interpretais 1'expression "selon de promptes

modalites fixees par le Secretaire general". II serait natural que j'hesite

quelque peu a me risquer a une interpretation, a. ce stade du debat.

Pour moi, necessairement, I1interpretation essentielle du document sera

ma propre declaration faite ce matin, a laquelle le projet de resolution m'apparalt

comme une reponse. Mais je puis peut-etre, compte tenu de cela, me risquer a

expliquer comment je vois les choses.

L1expression "promptes modalites" me parait signifier la necessite pour

moi - je repete : pour moi- de mettre en oeuvre la demande de retrait immediat

adressee au Gouvernement de la Belgique, de fagon a assurer un developpement

ordonne, dans les limites du possible, compte tenu aussi de facteurs qui ne

dependent pas de nous et, naturellement, eu egard aux besoins imperieux de la

situation.

Ainsi, le membre de phrase cite par le representant du Royaume-Uni selon

moi me confers le droit, entre autres, de tenir compte de la preoccupation exprimee

par le Conseil de securite lui-meme de voir 1'ordre et la legalite maintenus de

faqon effective et continue. Ceci ne ralentira pas le retrait pourvu que, comme

le Conseil de securite est fonde a 1'escompter, le Gouvernement beige et

M. Tschombe - ainsi que ceux qui 1'appuient - accordant leur cooperation complete

et immediate.

D'autres considerations connexes m'influenceront dans la fixation des modalites.

Peut-etre suffira-t-il de rappeler ce que j'ai dit ce matin du probleme que

posent les 15.000 Congolais qui dependent de la base de Kamina. Get ensemble

de considerations necessitera de ma part des calendriers qui, compte tenu de

1'obligation du Gouvernement beige etablie par le projet de resolution, seront

determines par les possibilites, les responsabilites et les objectifs des Nations

Unies.
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Sir Fierson Dixon (Royaume-Uni)

Comme le Secretaire general 1'a dit dans sa declaration de ce matin, le

Conseil doit comprendre qu1outre la gravite meme de la situation actuelle au Congo,

il faut voir I1ombre d'un danger plus grand encore. Un aspect de ce tableau est

le danger qui pourrait menacer 1'avenir des Nations Unies elles-memes. Si, pour

une raison quelconque, 1'action des Nations Unies au Congo echouait, en depit de

tous les efforts du Secretaire general, 1'autorite de 1'Organisation tout entiere,

avec les vastes responsabilites qui lui incombent pour ce qui est du maintien de

la paix et de la securite, se trouverait serieusement ebranlee. Nul, je pense,

ne niera que les Nations Unies, au cours des'recentes annees, se sont imposees

comme un instrument essentiel pour enrayer des differends qui, dans d'autres

conditions, auraient pu creer une menace pour la paix.

Les Nations Unies, je crois, ont fort "bien servi la cause de tous les nouveaux

peuples et pays d'Afrique et d'Asie, - ce qui n'etait que juste. Je ne pense pas

qu'un Membre des Nations Unies pourrait desirer voir le prestige ou 1'autorite de

notre Organisation entames. En presence des graves questions qui sont ici en jeu,

je crois que tous les gouvernements repugneraient a prendre une mesure qui puisse

mettre en danger les operations engagees par les Nations Unies au Congo.

Pour cette raison, mon gouvernement adresse un appel tres serieux a tous les

interesses pour qu'ils appuient pleinement le Secretaire general et les forces

des Nations Unies dans leur tache essentielle qui est d'eviter un conflit

eventuel et de faire en sorte que la jeune Republique du Congo ne se trouve pas

dans une situation penible.
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I am sorry that the representative of the Soviet Union is not present, because

I should like to make a couple of comments on his intervention. However, I am sure

that it will be reported to him, and under such circumstances he will certainly excuse

me if I begin my observations even without his presence.

I am certain that the representative of the Soviet Union is as anxious as I am

to keep the record straight and that for that reason he will understand if I use
this opportunity to correct what I think are a couple of misunderstandings and also

correct a couple of statements which I believe are based on misinformation.

The representative of the Soviet Union mentioned first that we had been disarming

the national military units.. On that point, I can refer him to the statement made

today by the Foreign Minister of the Republic of the Congo, when he said:

"In order to enable the tasks entrusted to the United Nations troops to

be fulfilled, the military command of the National Army, with the approval of the

Congolese Government, appealed to the Congolese soldiers to lay down their arms

when the United Nations forces arrived," (S/PV.885, p.ll)

That is to say, it is a decision by thê sovereign Government of the Congo, not
a decision by me or by the United Nations Command, and I think that should be on'

»i
record.

Further, the representative of the Soviet Union said that there had been conflicts

between our forces and the national forces and the population. Again, I would just

simply refer to the statement of Mr, Bomboko, when he said, on the one side,

"Everywhere United Nations forces have received an almost fraternal welcome by the

entire population of the Republic," and when he further said, "Everywhere, as has

been seen, United Nations troops have entered Congolese territory without any

resistance on the part of our soldiers or our population." (ibid., p,6-10)

If I then turn to what I believe to be misunderstandings — understandable, but

in any event misleading -- the first one I should like to .mention is the authority

of the Command and the authority of the Secretary-General*

The order to stop the entry of the United Nations forces into Katanga was given

by me, noT; by the Command, as the Command is under instructions of the Secretary-
General' \iflore)
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acting on the authority of the Security Council. The Command would have taken

any kind of. order which-I .gave. I.-have- reported the matter in my report to the

Security Council and I would shoulder, naturally?full responsibility if the

Security Council were to find that my order was wrong.

I have already explained why I gave the order. There are limits to my

authority and those limits are found in the first report, which was in fact comm-

ended by the Security Council with the concurring vote of the Soviet delegation.

In that first report I spelled out the legal position and competence of the United

Nations Force and even stated at some length the reasons why the Force should not

take any military initiative and should be regarded in that respect as limited to

action in self-defense. I do not remember having heard any objection to that

interpretation of its status, functions and competence; and, that being the case,

I would certainly have acted beyond my competence as established by the Security

Council if I had, with open eyes, given an order, or rather, confirmed an order

which would have meant that our forces would have been forced to military initiative.

In that context I should like to mention another aspect.

The representative of the Soviet Union expressed a sincere wish to help the

Congolese people. That wish is certainly shared by everybody, and for me it is

a guiding inspiration. I do not believe, personally, that we help the Congolese'

people by actions in which Africans kill Africans, or Congolese kill Congolese,

and that will remain my guiding principle for the future.

It was also said that the Force should assist the Central Government. Yes,

certainly, in the maintenance of order, but not as a political instrument. That

has never been the intention and it goes against the very principles on which the

Force has been established -- again stated in the draft resolution which has been

presented to us in the first place by Mr. Slim who, I believe, may here be regarded

as speaking for the whole African Group.

There was also reference to the proposal of Mr. Lumumba that observers should

be sent to the Congo -- observers of the withdrawal, observers of our activities.

I do not see in that any vote of distrust or any expression of lack of confidence,

but I see in it a proposal which has a certain value, a value which must be judged

in the light of practical needs.

(more)
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I should like to draw attention to the fact that the Deputy Supreme Commander

is a general from Morocco; that the Chief of Staff is a general from Ethiopia;

that the Chief Liaison Officer is a general from Ghana, and that the Chief Liaison

Officer between the staff on the spot and Headquarters is a general from India.

I wonder, in those circumstances, if observers from those same countries, perhaps

with an addition or two, could make a useful contribution.

I think that this is all I need to say. It is not for the Secretary-General

to engage in the debate of the Council; his role is simply to give information and

to express his reactions as regards his own action, and for that reason I leave what

has been said in this intervention, to which I referred, or in other interventions,

aside.

# #** *
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Le PRESIDENT : Je donne la parole au Secretaire general qui a exprime

le desir de faire quelques remarques.

Le SECRETAIRE GENERAL (interpretation de 1'anglais) : Je suis navre que

le repre"sentant de I1 Union sovietique ne soit pas ici en ce moment. Je voudrais

en effet faire quelques observations a la suite de sa declaration. Je suis

convaincu cependant qu1on lui rapportera ce que j'ai dit; il ne m'en voudra pas,

j'espere, si je commence mes observations en son absence.

Je suis certain que le representant de 1'Union sovietique souhaite autant que

moi que les choses soient parfaitement precises. II comprendra done que je saisisse

cette occasion pour tirer au clair quelques malentendus et pour rectifier certaines

declarations qui me semblent reposer sur des renseignements errones.

Le representant de 1'Union sovietique a dit tout d'abord que nous avions

desarm^ les unites militaires nationales. A ce propos, je puis le renvoyer a la

declaration faite aujourd'hui par le Ministre des affaires etrangeres de la

Republique du Congo, qui a dit :

"Pour I'accomplissement de la mission deVolue aux troupes des Nations

Unies, le commandement militaire de 1'armee nationale, en accord avec le

Gouvernement congolais, a lance un appel aux soldats congolais pour que

ceux-ci deposent leurs armes la oti se trouvaient les forces des Nations Unies."

(S/PV.885, page 6)

II s'agit done d'une decision du Gouvernement souverain du Congo et non pas

d'une decision prise par moi-me^me ou par le Commandement des Nations Unies. Je

pense que cela doit ttre dit.

De plus, le representant de 1'Union sovidtique a declard qu'il y a eu des

conflits entre nos forces et les forces nationales et la population. Ici encore,

je voudrais rappeler la declaration faite par M. Bomboko qui a dit, d'une part :

I
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"Partout, les forces des Nations Unies ont trouve' un accueil des plus

fraternels de la part de toutes les populations de la republique."

et qui a ajoute, d'autre part :

"Partout, comme vous le voyez, les troupes de 1'OMJ sont entrees au

Congo sans soulever aucune resistance ni de la part de nos soldats ni de la

part de nos populations." (S/PV.885, page 3)

J'en viens maintenant a ce qui constitue, je crois, des malentendus

- malentendus comprehensibles mais qui, ndanmoins, peuvent induire en erreur -

et dont le premier a trait a 1'autorite du commandement et £ 1'autorite

du Secretaire general.

L'ordre d1 arrester 1'entree des forces des Rations Unies au Katanga a ete' donne

par moi-meme et non par le commandement; celui-ci, en effet, reqoit ses instructions

du Secretaire general, lequel agit selon les pouvoirs qui lui sont conferes par le

Conseil de securite. Le commandement reqoit mes ordres, quels qu'ils soient.

J'ai fait rapport sur cette question dans mon rapport au Conseil de securite et

je suis naturellement pr£t a endosser toutes mes responsabilites si le Conseil

de securite estime que _cet ordre etait mauvais.

J'ai deja explique pourquoi j'ai donn̂  cet ordre. Mon autorite n'est pas

sans limites et ces limites apparaissent dans le premier rapport qui, en fait,

a e*te" 1'objet de louanges de la part du Conseil de securite, avec 1'assentiment

de la delegation sovietique. Dans ce premier rapport, j'ai precise la position

juridique et la competence de la Force des Nations Unies; j'ai mê me donne assez

en detail les raisons pour lesquelles la Force ne devrait prendre aucune

initiative militaire et devrait, a ce sujet, se limiter a une action de legitime

defense.. Je ne crois pas avoir entendu la moindre objection a cette interpre'-

tation du statut, des fonctions et de la competence de la Force des

Nations Unies. Ceci etant, j'aurais certainement outrepasse ma competence, telle

qu'elle a ete etablie par le Conseil de securite, si j'avais, de propos delibere,

donne un ordre, ou plut6t confirme un ordre signifiant que notre Force aurait du

prendre l"initiative militaire.
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Je voudrais & ce propos mentionner un autre aspect de la question.

Le representant de I1Union sovietique a exprime le voeu sincere d'aider le

peuple congolais. Ce voeu, nous le partageons tous3 j'en suis certain, et il

constitue pour moi une inspiration qui me guide. Je ne crois pas, personnellement,

que nous aidions le peuple congolais par des actions dans lesquelles les Africains

tuent des Africains, dans lesquelles les Congolais tuent des Congolais, et cela

demeurera pour moi un principe directeur dans 1'avenir.

II a ete dit aussi que la Force des Nations Unies devrait aider le

gouvernement central. Oui sans doute, dans le maintien de 1'ordre, mais non pas

en tant qu'instrument politique. Cela n'a jamais ete notre intention, cela va

m£me a 1'encontre des principes sur lesquels repose 1'etablissement de la Force,

principes qui apparaissent a nouveau dans le projet de resolution qui nous a ete

soumis en premier lieu par 1'ambassadeur Slim, lequel peut, je pense, £tre

considere ici comme parlant au nom du groupe africain tout entier.

II a et^ question egalement de la proposition de M. Lumumba tendant a ce que

des observateurs soient envoyes au Congoj ces observateurs auraient pour mission

d'observer le retrait des troupes et nos activite"s. Je ne vois pas qu'il y ait

la une expression de mefiance vis-a-vis de nous ou d'un manque de confiance en nous.

Je vois plutcft en cette proposition quelque chose qui a une certaine valeur, une

valeur qui doit etre appre'ciee compte tenu des necessites pratiques.
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J1 attire votre attention sur le fait que le Commandant supreme adjoint est

un general marocain, que le Chef d'etat-major est un general ethiopien, que le

principal officier de liaison est un officier ghaneen et que I1officier de

liaison entre le personnel sur place et le Siege est un general indien. Dans

ces conditions; je me demande si des o"bservateurs de ~ces memes pays, avec,

peut-etre, un ou deux autres, pourraient apporter une contribution vraiment utile.

Je crois qu'il n'est pas besoin que j'en dise davantage. II n'appartient

pas au Secretaire general de prendre part au debat. Son role consiste a donner

des renseignements et a dire ce qu'il pense de 1'interpretation qui peut etre

donnee de ses activites. C'est pourquoi je n'insisterai pas sur ce qui a ete dit

dans cette intervention, ainsi que dans d'autres interventions au Conseil, eauf ce

que je viens de declarer.

I
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I am sorry that the representative of the Soviet Union is not present, because

I should like to make a couple of comments on his intervention. However, I am sure

that it will be reported to him, and under such circumstances he will certainly excuse

me if I begin my observations even without his presence.

I am certain that the representative of the Soviet Union is as anxious as I am

to keep the record straight and that for that reason he will understand if I use

this opportunity to correct what I think are a couple of misunderstandings and also

correct a couple of statements which I believe are based on misinformation.

The representative of the Soviet Union mentioned first that we had been disarming

the national military units* On that point, I can refer him to the statement made

today by the Foreign Minister of the Republic of the Congo, when he said:

"In order to enable the tasks entrusted to the United Njtions troops to

be fulfilled, the military command of the National Army, with the approval of the

Congolese Government, appealed to the Congolese soldiers to lay down their arms
when the United Nations forces arrived," (S/PV.885, p.ll)

That is to say, it is a decision by the sovereign Government of the Congo, not

a decision by me or by the United Nations Command, and I think that should be on
record.

Further, the representative of the Soviet Union said that there had been conflicts
between our forces and the national forces and the population. Again, I would just

simply refer to the statement of Mr. Bomboko, when he said, on the one side,

"Everywhere United Nations forces have received an almost fraternal welcome by the

entire population of the Republic," and when he further said, "Everywhere, as has

been seen, United Nations troops have entered Congolese territory without any

resistance on the part of our soldiers or our population." (ibid., p.6-10)

If I then turn to what I believe to be misunderstandings -- understandable, but

in any event misleading -- the first one I should like to .mention is the authority
of the Command and the authority of the Secretary-General*

The order to stop the entry of the United Nations forces into Katanga was given

by me, ndt by the Command,, as the Command is under instructions of the Secretary-
General
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acting on the authority of the Security Council. The Command would have taken

any kind of order which I gave. I have reported, the matter in my report to the

Security Council.and I would shoulder, naturally,full responsibility if the

Security .Council were to find that my order was wrong.

I have already- explained why-1 gave the order. There are limits to my

authority and those limits are found in the first report, which was in fact comm-

ended 'by the Security Council with the concurring vote of the Soviet delegation.

In''that first report I spelled out the legal position and competence of the United

•Nations Force .and even stated at some length the reasons why the Force should not

take any military initiative and should be regarded in that respect as limited to

action in self-defense. I do not remember having heard any objection to that

interpretation of its status, functions and competence; and, that being the case,

I Trould,.certainly have acted beyond my competence as established by the Security

Council if 1 had,- .with open eyes, given an order, or rather, confirmed.an order. •..-

which'Would have meant that our forces would have been forced to military, initiative.

In that context I. should like to mention another aspect.

The representative of the Soviet Union expressed a sincere.wish to help the,,

Congolese people. :.. That wish is certainly shared by everybody, and for me 'it is

a guiding inspiration. I do not believe, personally, that we help the Congolese

people, by actions-.in which Africans kill Africans, or Congolese kill Congolese, . .

and that will remain my guiding principle for the future.

•.••• It was also said that the Force should assist the Central Government. Yes,

certainly, in the maintenance of order, but not as a political instrument. That

has never been the intention and it goes against the very principles on which the

Force has been established -- again stated in the draft resolution which has been

presented to us in the first place by Mr. Slim who, I believe, may here be regarded

as speaking for the whole African Group.

There was also reference to the proposal of Mr. Lumumba that observers should

be sent to the Congo -- observers of the withdrawal, observers of our activities.

I do not see in that any vote of distrust or any expression of lack.of confidence,

but I see in it' a proposal which has a certain value, a value which must be judged

in the light of practical needs.

(more)
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I should like to draw attention to the fact that the Deputy Supreme Commander

is a general from Morocco; that the Chief of Staff is a general from Ethiopia;

that the Chief Liaison Officer is a general from Ghana, and that the Chief Liaison

Officer between the staff on the spot and Headquarters is a general from India.

I wonder, in those circumstances, if observers from those same countries, perhaps

with an addition or two, could make a useful contribution.

I think that this is all I need to say. It is not for the Secretary-General

to engage in the debate of the Council; his role is simply to give information and

to express his reactions as regards his own action, and for that reason I leave what

has been said in this intervention, to which I referred, or in other interventions,
aside.

* U .0-M.. JM.
fttf ff TT
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I regret that it has "been necessary for me to call again the attention of the

Security Council to the problem we are facing in the Congo, I would have hoped

that through full, active and immediate cooperation of all those concerned we would

by now have reached a more advanced stage in the implementation of the Security

Council resolutions than we have, and I would have hoped that we would not have

come to what temporarily may appear as a deadlock, requiring the consideration of

the Council. I said "temporarily" because I am firmly convinced that we shall

achieve the aims of the resolutions even if it will have required somevrhat more

time and also, perhaps, a somewhat different balance of means for their implementa-

tion than originally envisaged.
I said that I would have hoped for active support from all those concerned.

Such support has only partly been forthcoming, and I must note that a lack of

support has been registered from quarters which I might have expected to act

differently. Let me be specific.

Mr. Tshombe and the Katanga authorities for which he carries responsibility,

have taken the stand which I register in the report. This means that they have

introduced an unexpected element of organized military opposition by Congolese

forces against the entry of the UN Force. Such opposition would require military

initiative from the UN Force to which I would not be entitled to resort short of

a formal authorization oi the Council, even in that case naturally using only

contingents representing governments which would accept such a new stand by the

Council.

In this situation I note that, while there is no opposition from the Belgian

Government and those representing the Belgian Government, their stand has been

summed up by the Prime Minister of Belgium as being one of "submission" to the
Security Council resolutions and to the entrance of the UN Force, I read "submission"

to mean only, absence of active resistance and that naturally presents us with

a serious problem, especially in a situation like the one -now created by Mr* Tshouibe0

(more}
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The Central Government, in its turn, has shown great impatience. When I

presented to them the reasons why, while acting with the utmost speed, I could

not responsibly act more speedily, from many quarters the reaction has been one

of.distrust which may well be spread through the population -- indeed, there are

signs that it has "begun to do so -- rfchus creating a most harmful atmosphere against

this major effort of the UN in active support of the Republic of the Congo. This

dangerous tendency of sowing distrust has not been without support from other

quarters outside the Congo.

Finally, it does not help the UN effort if it has to live under a threat of

any one --or more - contributing government taking matters in its — or their --

own hands, breaking awy from the UN Force and pursuing a unilateral policy.

These are the main difficulties as we have encountered them, and I do not

excuse myself for stating them plainly and simply.

I am, however, more convinced than ever that this effort must and can be carried

to a successful conclusion. •,

By a successful conclusion I mean a conclusion preserving the unity of the

Congo people; while protecting the democratic rights of everybody to let his

influence bear, in democratic forms, on the final constitution for the Republic

to be determined only by the Congolese people themselves.

I further mean by that term the speediest possible withdrawal of Belgian

troops in accordance with the Security Council resolutions, as the presence of

those troops now is the main cause of continued danger, a withdrawal that must

be complete and unconditional; once the end in this respect is definitely in

hand -- and that should be possible immediately -- methods and timetables are

practical matters which must be considered in the light of, for example, the

fact that a Congolese population of some 15 thousand economically depends on the

Kamina base and, that therefore with the return of Belgian troops from the base to

Belgium, immediate arrangements must be made by the United Nations for the maintenance

of this big population.

Finally, I mean by a satisfactory solution one which will permit the Congolese

people to choose freely its political orientation in our world of today, independent

of any fozeign elements the presence and role of which would mean that through

the Congo we might get conflicts extraneous to the African world introduced

on the continent.
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I do not hesitate to say that the speediest possible — I would even say

immediate — achievement of such a solution of the Congo problem is a question

of peace or war, and when saying peace or war I do not limit my perspective to

the Congo1. A delay now, hesitation now, efforts to safeguard national or group

interests now in a way that would hamper the LOT effort̂ would risk values im-

neasurably greater than any of those which such action may be intended to protect.

This applies to all parties, first of all the one to which the Security Council

has addressed its appeal.

The Charter states in several articles the obligations of Member nations

in relation to the Organization in a situation like the present one. I have

mentioned them, in the reply to Mr, Tshombe's demarche which is published in

W£7 report, but I want here and now to quote 1&em in full.
The first one is Article 25, which says: "The Members of the United Nations

agree to accept and carry out the decisions of the Security Council in accordance

with the present Charter.*1

The other one is Article k$} which says: "The Members of the United Nations

shall join in affording mutual assistance in carrying out the measures decided

upon by the Security Council."

Could there be a more explicit basis for my hope that we may now

count on active support, in the ways which emerge from what I have said, from

the governments directly concerned? Could there be a more explicit basis also
for my expectation that local authorities will now adjust themselves to the

obligations which their country has incurred?

However, I want to go one step -further and quote also Article ho cf the

Charter, which speaks about actions taken by the Security Council in protection

of peace and security, first of all by certain so-called "provisional measures."

It is stated in the Article: "Such provisional measures shall be without prejudice

to the rights, claims, or position of the parties concerned. The Security

Council shall duly take account of failure to comply with such provisional

measures."

(more)
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Mr. President, ' - •

Pleasê permit me to remind you in this context also of Article *H: "The

Security Council may decide what measures not involving the use of armed force are

to be employed to give effect to its decisions, and it may call upon the Members of

the United Nations to apply such measures."

The resolutions of the Security Council of 1̂  and 22 July were not explicitly

passed under Chapter VII, but they were passed on the basis of an initiative under

Article 99 • For that reason I have felt entitled to quote three articles under

Chapter VII, and I repeat what I have already said in this respect: in a perspective

which may well be short rather than long, the problem facing the Congo is one of

peace or war -- and not only in the Congo.

In my report I have given, in broad terms, my views as to the direction in

which the Security Council may now take useful action. The Council should, for

the sake of clarity, reaffirm its aims and demands as stated in the previous

resolutions. It may wish to clarify its views on the methods to be used and on

the time limits which should be our target. It may also wish to state explicitly

what so far has been only implied, viz.that its resolutions apply fully and in all

parts also to Katanga. It should, in my view, request the immediate and active

support by all Member Governments, no one excluded. It should also find its way .

to formulate principles for the United Nations presence, which, in accordance with

purposes and principles of the Charter, would safeguard democratic rights and

protect the spokesmen of all different political views within the large entity

of the Congo so as to make it possible for them to make their voice heard in

democratic forms; this is not an easy matter, because it will require a sensitive

development of the United Nations activities, but I am sure it can be done, and I

feel strongly that the United Nations would have failed in its mission if it

maintained order while permitting democratic principles to be violated.

Thus, I envisage a result which guarantees the speedy and complete withdrawal

of the Belgian troops and through which the basic unity of the whole Congo without

delay is made manifest in the presence of the United Nations all over its

territory; in which, further, safeguards are given for every direction of

political opinion to make its voice heard and to bring its will to bear in

democratic forms on the final solution of the constitutional development of the

Congo -- to be determined solely by the people of the Congo -- and in which, finally,

(more)
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I unanimity -would be maintained, among Africans and non-Africans alike, here in the

United Nations so that this United Nations operation remains unambiguously and

actively supported by all the Members of the Organization in full understanding of

its vital necessity, its clear aims and the laws of impartiality and justice under

which it has to be developed.

I have held it necessary and in accordance with the intentions of the

Council that everywhere in the Congo the withdrawal of Belgian troops should

be immediately followed/ or even preceded, by the entry of United Nations troops,

shouldering the responsibility for the maintenance of security and order. So it

has been everywhere outside Katanga.

In Katanga this principle has led to the development of a vicious circle.

The entry of United Nations troops is obstructed and correspondingly the withdrawal

of the Belgian troops is rendered impossible if the principle is to be maintained

that, at the withdrawal, the responsibility for security must be taken over at

once by United Nations troops. However, the opposition to the United Nations is

raised in the shadow of the continued presence of the Belgian troops*

This vicious circle must be broken; further delays in the entry of United

Nations troops, due to armed opposition, can in my view not any longer be

permitted to delay the withdrawal of the Belgian troops. If, at the withdrawal

of Belgian troops the United Nations troops are not in the area because of such

opposition, it is for those who oppose the entry of the United Nations troops,

or who support or encourage this obstruction, to carry the full responsibility for

what may develop in the vacuum they have forced upon us.

One final word about the situation of some of those whose private interests

are involved in the present situation. I think of Europeans who work in

Katanga. There is no need for me to assure them that the United Nations has

not come to the region in order to "take over" or to put others in their place.

There should not be any need for me to explain that the United Nations action

is their best hope for the future, as their work will have to be in harmony

with the interest of the people among whom they live and whom they ultimately

serve, and must be under the protection of security, maintained in forms which

guarantee the rights of all.

(more)
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In a state of emotion irrational reactionn are to be eixpsctedj and we should

have understanding and sympathy for those who see themselves as being thrsatened.

However, is it too much to expect that the people to whom I refer may lift

themselves above their emotions, see present-day realities as they are and see,

for that reason, in the United 'Eatibns their only valid support if they wish to

continue a work to which they have devoted so much of their best efforts? Surely,

others who are more remote from the heat of present conflicts — and I think in

the first place of the Belgian Government iself — should be able to help in

creating the fight atmosphere and the right unGerstandimg of the United Nations

operation; if so, I believe that even the present unrest and worry may be over-

come and also that the United Nations will not encounter further resistance in

its efforts from those' to whom' this assistance should bring satisfaction and

not fear.

Mr. President,

'The initiative now lies with the Members of the Council and with the

Council itself. After having listened to the views and reactions in the debate

on which you now embark, I may be able to assist with more concrete suggestions

adjusted to the line of thinking which emerges from the debate.

I tannot end without stressing once again the extreme seriousness with

which I regard? and with which I have treated,the present situation. To the

best of ray understanding I have acted as swiftly as has been humanly possible

and in strict accordance with the principles and purposes of the Charter. ,

Whatever views may be held on this or 'that aspect of the actions for which I

shoulder personal responsibility, I hope that there will be no doubt about the

aims .that have guided me, or about the will to give the utmost of what this

Organization is capable -of doing in implementation of your resolutions in the

service of 'world peace.

#-** *



Monsieur le President,

Je regrette qu'il m'ait fallu appeler vine nouvelle fois 1'attention

du Conseil de se'curite' sur le probleme en presence duquel nous nous trouvons

au Congo, J'aurais esp̂ r̂  que grctce a une cooperation complete, active et

immediate de tous les inte'resse's nous en serions maintenant & une phase plus

avance'e de la mise en application des resolutions du Conseil de se'curite et

J'aurais esp̂ rl que nous ne serions pas parvenus a ce qui peut temporairement

paraltre une impasse exigeant 1'examen du Conseil. Je dis "temporairement"

car je suis fermement convaincu que nous accomplirons les fins des resolutions,

mSme s'il nous faut un peu plus de temps que nous ne 1'avions prevu a

1'origine et si 1'equilibre des moyens a employer doit §tre quelque peu

different.

J'ai dit que J'aurais espere 1'appui actif de tous les interesses. Get

appui ne s'est manifeste qu'en partie et je dois noter qu'il a fait de*faut

de la part de milieux dont J'aurais pu compter qu'ils agiraient differemment.

Permettea-moi de preciser.

M, Tschombe' et les autorites katangaises dont il est responsable ont

adopte 1'attitude que j'indique dans mon rapport* Cela signifie qu'ils ont

introduit un element inattendu d'opposition militaire organisee de forces

congolaises a 1'entree de la Force de 1'ONU. Cette opposition exigerait de

la part de la Force de 1'OWU une initiative militaire que je ne serais pas

en droit de recourir & moins d'une autorisation formelle du Conseil et,

mSme dans ce cas, on ne pourrait naturellement employer que des contingents

representant des gouvernements qui auraient accepte cette nouvelle position

du Conseil,
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Dans cette situation, je constate que, bien qu'il n'y ait pas

d'opposition de la part du Gouvernement beige et de ceux qui le representent,

le Premier Ministre de Belgique a, resume1 leur attitude en disant que c'̂ tait

une attitude de "soumission11 aux resolutions du Gonseil de se'curite' et a

PentrSe de la Force de 1'OMU. A mon avis, "soumission" signifie seulement

absence de resistance active et cela nous met naturellement en presence d'un

probleme grave surtout dans une situation comme celle que cr€e maintenant

M. Tschombe1.

Le gouvernement central, de son cfite1, a montre" une grande impatience.

Lorsque je lui ai expose" les raisons pour lesquelles, tout en agissant avec

le maximum de rapidite" je ne pouvais, de fac,on responsable, agir plus

rapidement, la reaction de nombreux mxBeux a e"te* une reaction de meTiance

qui pourrait fort bien gagner la population - en fait il y a des signes qui

indiquent que cela a commence - ce qui cr<§erait une atmosphere des plus

ne"fastes pour 1* effort essentiel que fait 1'OMU en vue de venir activement

en aide a la Republique du Congo• Cette tendance dangereuse a semer la

mefiance n'a pas etd sans recevoir un appui d'autres milieux en dehors du

Congo*

Enfin, I1effort de 1'OMJ ne sera pas facility si plane la menace qu'un

ou plusieurs Gouvernements qui fournissent des contingents a la Force prennent

les chose s en mains, se se*parent de la Force de 1'ONU et poursuivent une

politique unilat̂ rale.

Telles sont les principales difficult€s que nous avons rencontre*es

et je ne crois pas devoir m'excuser de les exposer ici nettement et simplement.

Je suis cependant plus convaincu que jamais que cet effort peut et

doit Stre poursuivi jusqu'a une conclusion heureuse.
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Par conclusion heureuse, j'entends line conclusion qui pr̂ serverait

I1unite du peuple congolais, tout en protdgeant les droits democratiques

de chacun d'exercer une influence, selon des formes democratiques, sur la

constitution finale de la Re"publique dont seul le peuple congolais doit

decider,

J'entends aussi le retrait le plus rapide possible des troupes beiges

conforme'ment aux resolutions du Conseil de se*curite", car la presence de ces

troupes est maintenant la cause principale du danger qui subsists, retrait qui

doit e"tre complet et inconditionnel; une fois que 1'objectif 3, cet e"gard

sera d̂ finitivement acquis - et cela devrait §tre possible imme'diatement -

les methodes e.tj I'Schelonnement dans le temps seront des questions d'ordre

pratique qu'il conviendra d'examiner compte tenu par exemple, du fait

qu1environ 15.000 Congolais dependent ̂ conomiquement de la base de Kamina

et qu'en consequence, avec le retour des troupes beiges en Belgique, les

Nations Unies devront prendre des dispositions immediates pour 1'entretien

de cette nombreuse population*

Enfin, par solution satisfaisante j'entends une solution qui permette

au peuple congolais de choisir librement son orientation politique dans

notre monde d'aujourd'hui, independamment de tous e'l&uents Strangers dont

la presence et le r61e signifieraient que nous pourrions voir introduire

en Afrique, par le Congo, des conflits (Strangers au monde africain*

Je n'he'site pas a dire que re"soudre le plus rapidement possible - je

dirais m§me imme*diatement - le problerae congolais est une question de paix

ou de guerre, et quand je dis paix ou guerre, ce n'est pas dans la seule

perspective du Congo. Un retard maintenant, une hesitation maintenant, des

efforts visant a sauvegarder des intents nationaux ou des intdrSts de groupes,
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d'une maniere qui entraverait 1Teffort de 1'OWU, mettraient en p£ril des

valeurs infiniment plus grandes qu'aucune de celles que 1'on chercherait

ainsi a prote*ger» Cela est vrai pour toutes les parties et tout d'abord

pour celle a qui le Conseil de se'curite' a adresse* son appel,

Dans plusieurs de ses articles la Charte dhonce les obligations qui

incombent aux Etats Membres a I'e'gard de I1Organisation dans une situation

comme la situation actuelle* Je 1'ai mentionne" dans la r̂ ponse a la

demarche de M. Tschombe1 que j»ai publide dans mon rapport, mais je voudrais

maintenant citer intlgralement le texte de ces articles*

Le premier est I1 Article 25 aux termes duquel: "Les Membres de

1'Organisation conviennent d1accepter et d'appliquer les decisions du

Gonseil de se'curite' conforme*ment a la pre*sente Charte11.

L'autre est 1'Article 49 qui stipule "Les Membres des Nations Unies

s'associent pour se prater mutuellement assistance dans I1execution des

mesures arre'te'es par le Conseil de se'curite'11.

Mon espoir pourrait-il se fonder sur une base plus explicite que le

fait que nous pouvons maintenant compter sur 1'appui actif, de la maniere

qui se d^gage de ce que je viens de dire, des gouvernernents directement

inte'resse's? Pourrait-il exister une base plus explicite pour me permettre

de compter que les autorite*s locales s'adapteront maintenant aux obligations

que leur pays a assumdes?

Je voudrais, cependant, aller un peu plus loin encore et citer aussi

I1Article 40 de la Charte, qui parle de ce que peut faire le Conseil de

sdcurite" pour preserver la paix et la se'curite', tout d'abord au moyen de

certaines mesures dites "provisoires"» Get Article porte: "Ces mesures

provisoires ne pr̂ jugent en rien les droits, les preventions et la position

des parties inte'resse'es. En cas de non execution de ces mesures provisoires,

le Gonseil de se'curite' tient dtJment compte de cette de"faillance."
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Permettez-moi, Monsieur le President, de rappeler ici Igalement

I1 Article 41 qui porte: "Le Conseil de se'curite' peut decider quelles

mesures n'impliquant pas 1'emploi de la force anne'e doivent Stre prises

pour donner effet a ces decisions, et peut inviter les Membres des Nations

Unies a appliquer ces mesures."

Ce n'est pas explicitement en vertu du Chapitre VII qu'ont 4t£ adopt€es

les resolutions du Conseil de se'curite en date des 14 et 22 juillet, elles

ont e"te adoptees sur la base d'une initiative prise en vertu de 1'Article 99.

C'est pour cette raison que je me suis senti autorise a citer trois Articles

du Chapitre VII, et je r̂ pete ce que j'ai dejS, dit a cet egard: dans une

perspective qui peut fort bien §tre courte et rion point longue, le problems

auquel se heurte le Congo est un probleme de paix ou de guerre - et cela

pas settlement au Congo,

Dans mon rapport, j'ai donne", en termes gdn€rauxj mon opinion sur le

sens dans lequel le Conseil de se"curit5 peut maintenant agir utilement,

Le Conseil de se"curit£ devrait, par souci de clarte1, r̂ affirmer ses objectifs

et ses demandes tels qu'ils figurent dans les resolutions precedentes0

II se peut qu'il souhaite pr̂ ciser ses vues sur les m^thodes a employer et

sur les ddlais que nous devrions nous fixer. II se peut qu'il souhaite aussi

exprimer explicitement ce qui jusqu'a present a e"t6 seulement sous entendu,

a savoir que ces resolutions s'appliquent int̂ gralement et dans toutes leurs

parties au Katanga aussi, II devrait, selon moi, demander 1'appui immediat

et actif des Gouvernements de tous les Etats Membres, sans aucune exception.

II devrait aussi trouver le moyen de formuler des principes touchant la

presence des Nations Unies, principes qui, conformement aux buts et

principes de la Charte, pr̂ serveraient les droits democratiques et protdgeraient

les porte-paroles de toutes les diffe"rentes theses politiques a 1'interieur
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de la vaste entite" du Congo, de telle maniere qu'il leur soit possible de

faire entendre leur voix selon des formes democratiqu.es; ce n'est pas la,

une chose facile, car elle exigera tin deVeloppernent d£Licat des activities

des Nations Unies, mais je suis stir que I1 on peut y parvenir et j'ai le vif

sentiment que les Nations Unies auraient e"choue" dans leur mission si elles

maintenaient 1'ordre tout en permettant que les principes democratiques

soient enfreints.

Ainsi, j1envisage un re"sultat qui garantisse le retrait rapide et

complet des troupes beiges et grace auquel I1unit4 fondamentale de I1ensemble

du.Congo soit sans de"lai rendue manifesto par la presence des Nations Unies

sur tout son territoire; un rdsultat permettant, en outre, de donner des

garanties pour que toute tendance de I1opinion politique puisse se faire

entendre et pour que sa volonte" puisse influer, dans les formes democratiques,

sur la solution definitive de Involution constitutionnelle du Congo -

qui doit Stre de'termine'e exclusivement par le peuple congolais -, et un re"sultat

permettant, enfin, de maintenir I'unanimit̂  ici, a I1Organisation des Nations

Unies, parmi les pays tant africains que non africains, de sorte que cette

operation des Nations Unies continue a Stre, sans ambiguity, activement appuy4e

par tous les Membres de 1'Organisation dans une pleine comprehension de sa

n̂ cessite vitale, de ses buts manifestes et des lois d'impartiality et de

justice conformement auxquelles il faut la mener,

J'ai tenu pour n̂ cessaire et conforme aux intentions du Conseil que

partout au Congo le retrait des troupes beiges soit iramecliatement suivi, ou

m§me precede1, de 1'entree de troupes des Nations Unies, prenant la responsabilite"

du maintien de la ŝ curite1 et de 1'ordre. II en a e"t£ ainsi partout en dehors

du Katanga*
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Au Katanga, ce principe a donne lieu a 1'apparition d'un •RgygR± cercle

vicieux, II est fait obstacle a I1entree de troupes des Nations Unies et,

de meme, le retrait des troupes beiges est rendu impossible si 1'on veut

maintenir le principe que, lors du retrait, la responsabilite de la securite

doit etre aussitot assumee par les troupes des Nations Unieer. Toutefois,

1'opposition aux Nations Unies se manifeste a 1'ombre de la presence continue

des troupes beiges.

Ce cercle vicieux doit etre brise; on ne peut plus, a mon avis,

permettre que de nouveaux delais a I1 entree des troupes des Nations Unies,

dus a une opposition armee, retardent le retrait des troupes beiges. Si, }.ors

du retrait des troupes beiges, les troupes des Nations Unies ne se trouvent

pas, du fait de cette opposition, dans la region, c'est a ceux qui s'opposent

a 1'entree des troupes des Nations Unies, ou qui appuient ou encouragent cette

obstruction, de porter la pleine responsabilite de ce qui peut se produire

dans le vide qu'ils nous ont impose.

Un dernier mot au sujet de la situation de certains de ceux dont des

interets prives se trouvent en jeu dans 1'etat de choses actuel. Je pense aux

Europlens qui travaillent au Katanga. Point n'est besoin que je leur donne

1*assurance que les Nations Unies ne sont pas venues dans la region pour une

"prise en charge" ou pour mettre d'autres personnes a leur place. II ne de-

vrait etre aucunement besoin que j'explique que 1'action des Nations Unies

constitue leur meilleur espoir pour 1'avenir, etant donne que leur tache

devra etre accomplie en harmonie avec 1'interet de la population parmi laquelle

ils vivent et, qu'en derniere analyse, ils servent, et s'effectuer SHKM sous

la protection de la securite, maintenue sous des formes qui garantissent les

droits de tous.
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Dans un etat d1 emotion, on doit s'attendre a des reactions irrationnelles

et il nous faut fairs preuve de comprehension et de sympathie pour ceux qui

se considerent comme menaces. Est-ce trop que d'escompter que les personnes

dont j'ai parle dominent leurs emotions, voient les realites de 1'heure pre-

sente telles qu'elles sont et considerent, pour cette raison, que les Nations

Unites sont leur seul appui valable si elles desirent poursuivre une tache

a laquelle elles ont consacre tant de leurs efforts les plus meritoires. Sans

aucun doute, d'autres qui sont plus eloignes de la fievre des conflits

presents - et je pense en premier lieu au Gouvernement beige lui-meme -

devraient pouvoir aider a creer 1'atmosphere qui convient ainsi que la juste

comprehension de I1operation des Nations Unies; en pareil cas, je suis convaincu

que meme I1agitation et 1'inquietude presentes peuvent etre surmontees et,

aussi, que I1Organisation des Nations Unies ne rencontrera plus de resistance

a ses efforts de la part de ceux a qui cette assistance devrait apporter

satisfaction et non crainte.

Monsieur le President, I1initiative appartient maintenant aux membres

du Conseil £t au Conseil lui-meme. Lorsque j'aurai entendu les opinions et

les reactions au cours du debat que vous entamez maintenant, je serai peut-

etre en mesure d'aider le Conseil par des suggestions plus concretes, adaptees

a la ligne generale qui se degagera du debat.

Je ne saurais terminer sans souligner une fois encore I1extreme serieux

avec lequel je considere et avec lequel j'ai traite la situation presente. Dans

toute la mesure de mes facultes, j'ai agi aussi rapidement qu'il etait humaine-

ment possible et en stricte conformite des principes et des buts de la Charte.

Quelle que soit I'opinion que 1'on puisse avoir de tel ou tel aspect des actions

dont je porte persohnellement la responsabilite, je souhaite qu'il n'y ait aucun

doute quant aux buts qui m'ont guide ou quant a ma volonte d'offrir le maximum

de ce que 1'Organisation est capable de faire pour mettre en application vos

resolutions au service de la paix mondiale.
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL ON ENTRY OF TBOOPS INTO KATANGA

(The following was received here from the United Nations Mission in the Congo,
Leopoldville.)

Following is the text of an announcement made by United Nations Secretary-
General Dag Hammarskjold released in Leopoldville at 8 p.m. local time (3 pcm» EDT)
today:

(Unofficial translation from the original French)

In response to requests for a clarification of the role of the United Nations

in the Province of Katanga and in relation to internal political problems of the

Republic of the Congo, the Secretary-General wishes to draw attention to a statement

that he made in his first report to the Security Council, on 18 July I960.

This statement, like the rest of the report, was approved unanimously, in an

explicit manner, by the Council. It reads:*

"Although the United Nations Force under the resolution is

dispatched to the Congo at the request of the government and will

be present in the Congo with its consent.,..the Force, is necessarily

under the exclusive command of the United Nations, vested in the

Secretary-General under the control of the Security Council. This

is in accordance with the principles generally applied by the

Organization. The Force is thus not under the orders of the

government nor can it....be permitted to become a party to any

internal conflict. A departure from this principle would seriously

endanger the impartiality of the United Nations and of the operation,"

(more

* Doc. 5/1*389, Page 3
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There remains only to add that the entry of United nations troops into

Katanga, like the entire United Nations operation, being based on the principles

thus established and approved, in no way constitutes interference, nor can it be

permitted to develop into an interference in the internal affairs of the Republic

or of a province, and this obviously applies to Katanga.

It also follows from the abovementioned statement that the United nations,

in this case as in any mission of the Organization, acts solely under the authority

of the main organs of the Organization, representing only the Organization, and

supporting only the principles and purposes of the Organization.

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD

TO COMMISSION OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS OF THE REPUBLIC

OF THE CONGO, IN IEOPOLDVILLE, 2 AUGUST I960

(The following was received here from the United Nations Mission in the Congo,
Leopoldville.)

Following is a statement by United Nations Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold
presented to the Commission of the Council of Ministers* late this afternoon
(2 August). Immediately after the meeting it was taped at Radiodiffusion Congo
for broadcast at 10 o'clock tonight (local time). It was handed to the Belgian
Ambassador at 8:30 p.m.

The statement reads (unofficial translation from the French):

It is less than three weeks since the Security Council, responding to a request

from the Government of the Republic of the Congo, called upon the Government of

Belgium to withdraw its troops from the territory of the Republic of the Congo.

Later, on 22 July — that is to say, only 11 days ago — the Security Council

returned to the subject, on that day authorizing the Secretary-General to take all

necessary action for the execution of the decision and qualifying its request to

the Government of Belgium by saying that the'Belgian troops were to be withdrawn

"speedily."

In the same resolution of 22 July, the Security Council recognized that the

Republic of the Congo had been recommended for admission to the United Nations as

a unit. The decision of the Security Council, clear in so far as it concerns the

.objective, was thus reiterated, in an amplified form, in the second resolution

which I have just cited.

(more)

*A communique issued on 50 July after meetings between the Secretary-General and
the Council of Ministers stated that it had been decided to set up a small
commission of ministers which would work with the Secretary-General for implementa-
tion of the Security Council resolutions and in particular on questions relating
to the problem of Katanga. (See Press Release CO/50.)
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The Security Council's call to the Government of Belgium to withdraw its

troops, as well as its request to the Secretary-General to set up on the spot an

emergency force t applies without ambiguity under that resolution to the entire

territory of the Congo, including Katanga.

The Council also took steps to assure the rapid execution of its will in

authorizing the Secretary-General to take the necessary measures for the achieve-

ment of its objective.

The 11 days which have elapsed since adoption of that last resolution, and

which represent the duration of my personal mandate, have led to important develop-

ments which demonstrate the effectiveness of the instrument which'governments of

the world possess in the United Nations for the maintenance of peace with justice,

I have spent five days here in your country holding talks with the Central

Government, prepared for by discussions with the Prime Minister of the Government,

in Hew York.

We now have at our disposal a military force numbering more than 11,000 men

under the United Nations standard in the Congo. These troops are deployed every-

where in the vast territory of the Congo, with a single exception: the province

of Katanga. All Belgian troops have withdrawn from all regions of the territory

where troops of the United Nations now are stationed.

The deployment of United Nations troops was accomplished despite the enormous

practical difficulties presented by the vast distances to be covered, by the lack

of communications, and by the absence of any provision for supplies. Surely the

United Nations has done the impossible, and its efforts have been crowned with

success.

There remains the question of the province of Katanga. I have already told

you that the second resolution of the Security Council leaves no doubt, in so

far as the legal situation is concerned, that the call to the Belgian Government

applies to this province and the instructions to the Secretary-General to send

United Nations troops applies there equally.

(more)
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Now the time has come to give effect to the resolutions of the Security Council

in Katanga as -well. I have the assurance that the interpretation of the situation

which I have given here is accepted "by the Government of Belgium and that the Belgian

Government does not oppose the carrying out of the resolutions as I have interpreted

them to you. Therefore no problem is presented for the United Nations by Belgian

opposition.

There remains then only a practical problem. The United Nations military force

is a modest one for the great task presented by the Congo. We are awaiting a

battalion from Mali and a battalion from Guinea which, according to my plans and

the agreements concluded with the governments in question, should already be at

their stations. There are also several other battalions to come which, I hope,

will arrive a little later to give the United Nations Force its full effectiveness.

There still remain to be completed and consolidated the existing communication

and supply lines. In spite of the difficulties imposed on us by circumstances of

which no one is master, we do not wish to delay for an instant the establishment

of United Nations control over security throughout the territory. And I want to

tell you now how this, under the present plan, will be carried out.

I am going to send my deputy, Dr. Bunche, on Friday to Elisabethvllle

with the necessary staff where he will start initial talks on the withdrawal of

Belgian troops to their bases as the first step toward complete execution of the

Security Council resolutions so far as Katanga is concerned.

In Katanga, Dr. Bunche will be followed the next day — that is to say,

Saturday, 6 August — by the first military contingents of the United Nations,

and the withdrawal of Belgian troops from the places where United Nations troops

are stationed is to begin immediately. As you can see, the situation is perfectly

clear, the obligations and the rights established by the Security Council, with

full and speedy application to the entire territory of the Congo, do not meet with

the opposition of any government.

The plans are fixed, and Friday, on Dr. Bundle's return, we shall make _ ,
' Belgian

necessary arrangements on the spot regarding the procedure for the withdrawal of/

troops from Katanga also. With the shortest delay possible -- that is to say,

toward the end of this' week -- the start of these talks will be followed by the

entry of United Nations troops.

(more)
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Only about two weeks after the final decision of the Security Council entrusting

me vrith the task of carrying out its will, United Nations troops will thus be in

control of the security of the whole territory of a united Congo.

yesterday, in paying my respects to the Chief of State, His Excellency

Mr. Kasavubu, I said that, in the cooperation between the Republic of the Congo

and the United nations, the only thing we must beware of is mistrust.

Mistrust your feelings of mistrust. You will see in the few indications which

I have given you the proof that you have good reasons to place full confidence in

the United Nations, in the determination of the Organization to help you to the

utmost, and in its capacity for keeping its promises.

You live under the laws of the times and of material resources, as do we at

the United Nations. We are also obliged to give to every undertaking sound

diplomatic preparation without which we shall never achieve our purpose in a stable

and lasting manner. But I venture to say, within the context of circumstances

beyond our control, the United Nations has done all that the Organization promised

to do, and it. has done it with all possible speed. I truly hope that we have

done it with all the wisdom necessary to maintain in your beloved country the

calm and the unity which you desire,

* _V_V-U_ ;tf,
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SECRETARY-GENERAL'S STATEMENT AT DINNER FOR PRESIDENT

OF REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO, GIVEN 1 AUGUST, IN LEOPOLDVILLE

Secretary-General Dag Haomarskjold made the following statement at a dinner

given by him and by Dr. Ralph J.Btmche, his Personal Representative in the Congo,

last night in Leopoldville in honor of Joseph Kasavubu, President of the Republic

of the Congo:

(Unofficial translation
from the original French)

It is a privilege and an honor for us, the representatives of the United

Nations, to receive you among us in Congolese territory, in a manifestation of

the close cooperation established by your government with the United Nations,

acting on the basis of your request, for the time judged necessary, to reach

the defined objective. Cooperation is always based on confidence. And

confidence is strengthened by the experience of happy cooperation.

Franklin P. Roosevelt, during the dark times of a great world depression,

told his compatriots that they had nothing to fear but fear itself. In a

variation on his phraseology and in the same sense I would like to say that in

our cooperation the only thing we should mistrust is mistrust itself.

Our relations are of recent date, but through the intensive nature oi the

contacts established we already know each other well enough to be sure that there

exists a firm harmony regarding the objectives of our efforts, the relations

between the United Nations organization and the Republic as one of its future

members, and the role of the United Nations as a disinterested servant of the

interests of the Republic of the Congo.

Through assistance determined in volume and in form by your needs, as

evaluated by yourselves, we shall try to fill the gaps and to give you support.

But we wish to do this only to the degree necessary and until the creative forces

of the people and nation of the Congo, by their own vitality and their own resources,

have taken care of your needs.

(more)
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In a time of trouble and under conditions of a complication rare in modern

history, it is natural that sometimes misunderstandings develop under the pressure

of intense emotions and of the difacuity of seeing clearly the play of factors of

which international politics must take account. It is on these points, above all,

that one must 'Distrust mistrust!1 as something that sours relations, weakens common

effort, and corrodes the very structure of society.

Gentlemen, you have a great task, the task of giving the Congolese people and

the Congolese nation a life in peace and unity.

You have entered into today's world and into the framework of the great inter-

national family with a will to follow a straight line dictated by the interest of

the people in creating for themselves a destiny corresponding to their traditions

and their ideology. Considering the prime importance of the harmonious integration

of the Republic into the great international family, a part of the great task you

have to face will be to explain to your people what the United Nations is — what

its ideals and its objectives are — and that you can all find in it impartial

support in your difficulties.

One does not create a great nation overnight. One does not create understanding

of the role of the nation in the national community in a few hours. The close

cooperation that has been established gives you an extraordinary chance to promote

the integration of the Congolese people in today's world, as you find it represented

here now by the United Nations.

You know that the action of the United Nations on your behalf was voted with

unanimity by the members of the Security Council. In this you can see an indication

of your road into the future. A world divided on that which concerns the Congo would

weaken you. A world of unity maintained behind you would give the Congo more strength

and more security.

At each step, at each turning of the road, there are risks of division created

by a wrong choice of direction. I am sure you wish to avoid such wrong choices.

You certainly wish to avoid divisions among the people but certainly also about the

Congolese people. In your effort to find the right direction, you can regard the

standard of the United Nations as a symbol of a world united in your support

which gives you a voice in these councils, a voice that will allow you to make your

national contribution to the international cooperation represented by this standard.

(more)
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We are at the beginning of a long road. The road is your road. During the

first difficult steps, ve shall be happy to go with you hand in hand. But after

the first steps, when you feel sure of your strength and of your direction, you

will walk alone, not abandoned by the United Nations, of course, but with the

same relationship to the Organization as that enjoyed by all the other members,

with a voice in its meetings, taking advantage of the experience gained by the

work of the Organization and protected by the equilibrium to which all efforts

of the United Nations are directed in the interests of the ultimate peace that

we all hope to see established*

In ending these few words, permit me, Mr. President, to address to you again

our best wishes and to give you again the assurance of our assistance, which is

guided only by the objectives and principles of the United Nations Charter and

which, for that reason, remains always free of any particularistic influence of

groups or of ideology.

* *#* #
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SECBETAKy-GENEPAL'S STATEMENT AT DIUNEB GIVEN

BY VICE-PREMIER OF REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO,

51 JULY, IK LEOPOLDVILLE

Following is the text of extemporaneous remarks given by United Nations

Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold at a dinner given in his honor by the Vice-

Preirder of the Republic of the Congo, Antoine Gizenga, in Leopoldville on 31 July:

(Unofficial translation :

from the original French)

First of all, Mr. -Vice-Premier, allow me to thank you sincerely for the

generous and hospitable welcome that you and your colleagues have given here, in

Leopoldville, not only to me but also to the United Nations as a whole. I have

greatly appreciated your generous words :of good wishes and gratitude.

This is a delightful place and in-this delightful place, tonight, I feel

very far from the Security Council. Just the same, let me speak for a short time

on the purposes and principles of the United Nations, There is a phrase which we

often repeat at the United Nations: Peace with Justice. Allow me tonight to change

the order of the words -- that is to say, Justice with Peace. I think you all

understand that, by changing the order of words which we ordinarily use at the

United Nations, I do not want to lean on history,

I have found at the United Nations that history is important to explain

attitudes, but history can enchain us, and what is important is to work for the

future of peoples; and men are happiest when they have the strength and the courage

to rid themselves, not of their great national memories, but of their resentments

and of their unhappy memories. That gives them new strength, makes them more

productive, makes them better workers, not only for the progress of their country,

but for world peace.

It is for that reason that, as Secretary-General, I have a certain tendency

to be anti-historic, to be as far as possible -- I and my associates — creators.

(more)
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Creation, that is to succeed in building something new, something built on human

values which exist everywhere and which can always be saved if we have the courage

to do so and to rid ourselves of our bonds.

All this applies not only to my Congolese friends, to the people of the Congo

and to the new Republic of the Congoj it applies everywhere in the world. It also

applies to the United Nations itself.

You have, Mr, Vice-Premier, mentioned many cases, many subjects which have

been discussed in the Security Council, I have already said that tonight it is

difficult for me to direct my attention to questions which have their proper place

of debate, discussion and judgment so far from us.

If I speak of the future, it is of the future indicated by the Security Council,

It is to speak of the wishes which have been so well expressed in the resolutions

of this Council. We desire peace in the Congo. We desire calm in the Congo. We

desire independence for the Congo, and we offer to the Republic of the Congo all

the assistance of which the United Nations and its affiliated agencies are capable.

I am here as the representative of this family, of the Organization itself

and of the Security Council. We have begun conversations which I have found fruit-

ful and encouraging. We have found during these discussions and talks difficult

points where there is a reconciliation to be made — a reconciliation not of

objectives but of views regarding methods and evaluations. I am sure that it will

be reached. It will be reached on the basis posed in the course of our meetings

and conversations here. I am sure that the Congo, within the United Nations, will

find all that we desire for the Republic, all that moved and inspired the Security

Council in its resolutions.

The United Nations is an organization for peace, or, as I said before, for

justice with peace. Do not expect from us actions which might jeopardise the

future happiness of those we wish to help. We do not want to assume such a

responsibility and we shall not, Ladies and Gentlemen, act in a manner which goes

against our convictions, which were based on thorough study of the problems of the

country and its people, and which were guided by the views expressed by their

representatives. We will not abandon a line of action which, in our eyes, tries

to meet our responsibilities toward the community of nations and toward the peoples

whom we serve.

(more)
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I believe this is the promisef the best promise that I can give to the

representatives of the Republic of the Congo. I make it happily. I make it

joyfully because I have been received by you as a friend and I think now that you

know you have in me an associate and a friend. And that goes beyond professional

duty; it goes to my heart.

I believe that, if we serve justice with peace, without forgetting that we

have more than a brain with thoughts, ambitions and purposes} but also a heart

which is first of all concerned with human values and with the happiness of man,

then we shall reach our goal.

It is on this basis that I desire now, as do all of you, happiness, progress,

peace and justice for our friends of the Congo, for the people of the Congo, for

the young Republic of the Congo. Therefore I ask you all to join with me in a

toast to peace and to the Republic of the Congo,

» \i \f__\f_ y
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SECRETARY-GENERAL'S STATEMENT AT PINKER FOR PRESIDENT

OF REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO, GIVEN 1 AUGUST, IN LEOPOLDVILLE

Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold made the following statement at a dinner

given by him and by Dr. Ralph J.Burtche, his Personal Representative in the Congo,

last night in Leopoldville in honor of Joseph Kasavubu, President of the Republic

of the Congo:

(Unofficial translation
from the original French)

It is a privilege and an honor for us, the representatives of the United

Nations, to receive you among us in Congolese territory, in a manifestation of

the close cooperation established by your government with the United Nations,

acting on the basis of your request, for the time judged necessary, to reach

the defined objective* Cooperation is always based on confidence. And

confidence is strengthened by the experience of happy cooperation.

Franklin D. Roosevelt, during the dark times of a great world depression,

told his compatriots that they had nothing to fear but fear itself. In a

variation on his phraseology and in the same sense I would like to say that in

our cooperation the only thing we should mistrust is mistrust itself.

Our relations are of recent date, but through the intensive nature of the

contacts established we already know each other well enough to be sure that there

exists a firm harmony regarding the objectives of our efforts, the relations

between the United Nations organization and the Republic as one of its future

members, and the role of the United Nations as a disinterested servant of the

interests of the Republic of the Congo.

Through assistance determined in volume and in form by your needs, as

evaluated by yourselves, we shall try to fill the gaps and to give you support.

But we wish to do this only to the degree necessary and until the creative forces

of the people and nation of the Congo, by their own vitality and their own resources,

have taken care of your needs.

(more)
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In a time of trouble and under conditions of a complication rare in modern

history, it is natural that sometimes misunderstandings develop under the pressure

of intense emotions and of the difficulty of seeing clearly the play of factors of

which international politics must take account. It is on these points, above all,

that one must'mistrust mistrust'as something that sours relations, weakens common

effort, and corrodes the very structure of society.

Gentlemen, you have a great task, the task of giving the Congolese people and

the Congolese nation a life in peace and unity.

You have entered into today's world and into the framework of the great inter-

national family with a will to follow a straight line dictated "by the interest of

the people in creating for themselves a destiny corresponding to their traditions

and their ideology. Considering the prime importance of the harmonious integration

of the Republic into the great international family, a part of the great task you

have to face will be to explain to your people what the United Nations is -- what

its ideals and its objectives are « and that you can all find in it impartial

support in your difficulties.

One does not create a great nation overnight. One does not create understanding

of the role of the nation in the national community in a few hours. The close

cooperation that has been established gives you an extraordinary chance to promote

the integration of the Congolese people in today's -world, as you find it represented

here now by the United Nations.

You know that the action of the United Nations on your behalf was voted with

unanimity by the members of the Security Council. In this you can see an indication

of your road into the future. A world divided on that which concerns the Congo would

weaken you. A world of unity maintained behind you would give the Congo more strength

and more security.

At each step, at each turning of the road, there are risks of division created

by a wrong choice of direction. I am sure you wish to avoid such wrong choices.

You certainly wish to avoid divisions among the people but certainly also about the

Congolese people. In your effort to find the right direction, you can regard the

standard of the United Nations as a symbol of a world united in your support

which gives you a voice in these councils, a voice that will allow you to make your

national contribution to the international cooperation represented by this standard.

(more)
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We are at the beginning of a long road. The road is your road. During the

first difficult steps, we shall be happy to go with you hand in hand. But after

the first steps, when you feel sure of your strength and of your direction, you

will walk alone, not abandoned by the United Nations, of course, but with the

same relationship to the Organization as that enjoyed by all the other members,

with a voice in its meetings, taking advantage of-the experience gained by the

work of the Organization and protected by the equilibrium to which all efforts

of the United Nations are directed in the interests of the ultimate peace that

we all hope to see established,

In ending these few words, permit me, Mr. President, to address to you again

our best wishes and to give you again tha assurance of our assistance, which is

guided only by the objectives and principles of the United Nations Charter and

which, for that reason, remains always free of any particularistic influence of

groups or of ideology.

* .Vr itf- &A 7171
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. STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL BEFORE THE SECURIIY COUNCIL

ON ASSISTANCE TO THE REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

One veek has passed since the Security Council adopted its resolution regarding

military assistance to the Republic of the Congo and a -withdrawal of Belgian troops.

irhe drvslopment up to Monday morning has been covered in my first report to the

Council, I have later issued three, addenda which indicate, on the one side, that

th? Force is now brought up to twelve African battalions and two European battalions,

one of which, however, is there only on a temporary basis; I have not specified

the other and numerous military units of a smaller size and of specialized character

which, thanks to the help of various Member States, we are bringing into the Congo.

The addenda also show where we stood as of yesterday.regarding the question of
\ - •' • l4' ' '

Belgian withdrawal. . . . . . . . . . .

I went to use this opportunity tp pay a sincere tribute to all those countries,

who — sometimes with considerable sacrifice -..- have hastened to give their

assistance to the United Nations, It Is a most encouraging experience and marks

a major step forward in international cooperation. Short of such a response, from

African countries and non-African countries alike, no efforts of the United Nations

would have been of any avail. Now we are in a position to look with hope, if noî

yet with absolute confidence, at the future. We have got off to a most promising

start, but we have in no way passed the corner.

As regards the military operation, we have brought the Force up to a strength

which, for the moment, should serve as a. satisfactory basis for our continued effort

to assist the Government of the Republic. I do in no way exclude a major expansion

of the Force, but such an expansion would have to take into account a series of

considerations which should be studied in the breathing spell which we may have at

the present before approaching Member Governments with new requests.

In this situation, after having concentrated on getting sufficient manpower, we

now devote our attention to all the essential and supporting services which are

needed in the field of equipment, signals, supplies, health and administration.

We are happy to have with us at present General Alexander, who came to New York toda;

after discussions with the representatives of the Congo Government and with our

representatives, bringing fresh evaluations of the needs of the Force.
(more)
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I need not point out to the Members of the Council the difficulties which

confront those who are responsible for the moulding of the Force into a proper unit

and for its deployment and use. The enterprise is far bigger and far more
complicated than the United Nations Emergency Force, many more nations being involved,

a multilingual basis to be used, military units with very different traditions to

cooperate, and a vast area to be covered* However, I have full confidence in

our men on the spot and I am sure that they will be able to count on continued and

full cooperation from the Congo authorities, obviously a necessary condition for the

success of this effort which has been started at the request of the Government of

the Republic of the Congo.
In the civilian field, we face not only the major administrative problem to

which I referred in my statement to the Security Council last Wednesday, but also

problems in the fields of food and. fuel supplies, and in particular, most

recently, in the field of health.

You know about the main line which we pursue in the field of administration

and you know what start I have made* However, in the past week, during which I
had hoped to make progress regarding administration, I have, for obvious reasons,
instead had to put all the resources of the Secretariat into the establishment of

the United Nations Force in the Congo, To the extent the military operation can

be considered as in hand, we will again concentrate on the administrative problem.

In the field of food, considerable quantities have been put at our disposal

in response to appeals addressed to various Governments* They have been and are

being airlifted to the Leopoldville area which is the region of particular concern

in this respect.

As regards fuel, one of the main concerns is to get the supply running normally

again. We are doing what we can to achieve this aim.
In this context I wish to mention that tonight or tomorrow General Wheeler,

well known from the Suez Canal clearance, will go to Leopoldville in order to
organize the necessary work in order to prevent the silting of the Congo river.

(more)
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In the field of health, I am in personal contact with Dr. Candau, Director-

General of the World Health Organization, whom I have asked, in collaboration with

the International Red Cross, to do his utmost in order to stage a crash operation

serving to forestall developing dangers. The necessary spraying in the Leopoldville

area has not taken place for weeks. There is a great questionmark as regards the

water control. There has been an exodus of doctors and nurses which has stripped

the city of necessary medical services. I need not point out what this may come

to mean unless quick measures are taken. Although I know that the World Health

Organization will do anything in its power to help, I would appreciate it if the

Council as a result of the debate, or in its resolution, would give his work the

desirable backing, addressing itself, in fact, to all of those specialized agencies

which will havs a task to fulfill in support of the United Nations action.

Let me now turn to the question of withdrawal. In the first instance I refer

to my report with its addendum No. 1 of yesterday.

You find in the report an indication that in due time there will have to be

established, by agreement with the Government of the Congo, an area of operation

for the United Nations Force, as well as certain other conditions for its contribution

to the maintenance of satisfactory conditions in the country. On this point I would

like to stress that, in one important respect, there can not from my viewpoint exist

any hesitation as regards what is the area of operation. The resolution of the

Security Council, in response to the appeal from the Government of the Congo, clearly

applies to the whole of the territory of the Republic as it existed when the Security

Council only afesrdays earlier recommended the Congo for admission as a Member of the

United Nations. Thus, in my view, the United Nations Force, under the resolution

and on the basis of the request of the Government of the Congo, is entitled to access

to all parts of the territory in fulfillment of its duties.

I may mention here that, in reply to a communication to me from Mr. Tshombe,

President of the Provincial Government of Katanga, I have nade it clear that actions

of the United Nations through the Secretary-General/in respects covered by the

resolution, must in view of the legal circumstances which he has to take into

account, be considered by him as actions referring to the Republic of the Congo

as an entity.

(more)
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I should recall that I have said both in ray initial statement and in my first

report that the United Rations Force cannot be party to any internal conflict. Nor

can the United Nations Force intervene in a domestic conflict.

Although the Security Council did not, as it has done in previous cases,

authorize or request the Secretary-General to take specific steps for the implemen-

tation of withdrawal — apart, of course, from the establishment of the Force —

my representatives in the Congo have, taken the initiatives they have found indicated

for the coordination of the implementation of the Security Council decision on

withdrawal with the decision on establishment of the Force. Although I do not

consider it necessary, a clarification of my mandate on this point may be found

useful by the Council. Such a clarification, if made, might aim at establishing

the substance of my mandate on this point and the aim of the Council as regards

the implementation of the call for a withdrawal.

Mr* President,

Through the decision of the Security Council of last Wednesday, the United

Nations has embarked on its biggest single effort under United Nations colors,

organized and directed by the United Nations itself. I already had reason to pay

a tribute to Member Governments for what they have done to render the task of the

Organization possible. May I say here and now that I will have — as a spokesman

of the Security Council and on behalf of the United Nations — to ask for much,

much more from Member nations, in the military field as well as in the civilian

field. There should not be any hesitation, because we are at a turn of the road

where our attitude will be of decisive significance, I believe, not only for the

future of this Organization but also for the future of Africa. And Africa may

well in present circumstances mean the world. I know these are very strong words,

but I hope that this Council and the Members of this Organization know that I

do not use strong words unless they are supported by strong convictions.

* *** *
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Mr, President,

. The reason for my request, under Article 99, for an iaunediate meeting of the

Security Council is the situation which has arisen in the newly independent Republic

of the Congo.,

The difficulties which have developed in the Congo are well known to all

Members of the Council,, They are connected with the maintenance of order in the

country and the protection of life. But, the difficulties have an important

international bearing as they are of a nature that cannot be disregarded by other'

countries. . . . . . .

I have received three communications from the Government of the Congo* They

are all three known to the members of the Security Council,

One is a request for urgent technical assistance in the field of administration,

aiming especially at assistance in developing the security administration of the

country. This request is within the limits of the competence of the Secretary-

General and I have sent it informally to the delegates, members of the Security

Council, only because of its bearing on the general problem.

The other two communications are both re].ated to a request for military assist-

ance from the United Nations, One is the formal request, the other one is a clari-

fication of this request, and of the intentions of the Government of the Republic

of the Congo, Both communications have bsen circulated as Security Council documents*

As all the three documents are knovm to you, I have no reason to analyze them

here, I can address myself directly to the demands for action, their relationship

and their significance for the maintenance of international peace and security,

(more)
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It is a matter of course that the only sound and lasting solution to the

problem which has arisen is that the regular instruments of the government, in the

first place its security administration, are rendered capable to take care of the

situation. I understand the request for technical assistance to have been sent with

this in view* My reaction, already communicated to the Government of the Congo is

entirely positive, A technical assistance office is being established and a

resident representative appointed, I will submit to the Government of the Congo

today or tomorrow detailed proposals for implementation of my acceptance of the

request. In formulating my proposals regarding technical assistance experts in the

field of security administration, I have had the advantage of consulting the Heads

of a number of delegations of African Member States.

Keeping firmly in mind what I just characterized as the sound and lasting

solution, which I hope that we will effectively further through the steps on which

I have decided at the request of the government, we must, on the other hand,

realistically recognize that this work will take some time and that, therefore,

'there is an intermediary period during which the government may find it difficult

to operate in the security field with all the needed efficiency. Irrespective of

what we can do in order to shorten this intermediary or transitional period, we

must, therefore, face the problem what, if anything, should be our assistance to

the government pending satisfactory results on the technical assistance line.

Ac is well known, the Belgian Government has in the Congo troops stated by

the government to be maintained there in protection of life and for the maintenance

of order. It is not for the Secretary-General to pronounce himself on this action

and its legal an6 political aspects, but I must conclude from the communications

received from the Government of the Congo that the presence of these troops is a

source of internal and potentially also of international tension. In these

circumstances the presence of the Belgian troops can not be accepted as a satisfactory

etopgap arrangement pending the re-establishment of order through the national

security force.

It is in this light I personally wish to see the request for military

assistance, which has been addressed to me by the Government of the Congo. Although

I am fully aware of all the problems, difficulties and even risks involved, I find

that the stopgap arrangement envisaged by the Government of the Congo is preferable

to any other formula. It is, therefore, my conclusion that the United Nations

should accede to the request of the Government of the Congo and, in consequence,

I strongly recommend to the Council to authorize the Secretary-General to take

(more)
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the necessary steps, in consultation with the Government of the Congo, to provide

the government with military assistance during the period which may have to pass

before, through the efforts of the government with the technical assistance of the

United Nations, the national security forces are able to fully meet their tasks.

It would "be understood that were the United Nations to act as proposed, the

Belgian Government would see its way to a withdrawal.

Were the Security Council to act on my recommendation, I would base my actions

on the principles which were set out in my report to the General Assembly on the

conclusions drawn from previous experiences in the field (document A/39̂ 3)- It

follows that the United Nations Force would not be authorized to action beyond

self-defense. It follows further that they may not take any action which would make

them a party to internal conflicts in the country. Finally, the selection of

personnel should be such as to avoid complications because of the nationalities

used. In the prevailing situation this does not, in my view, exclude the use of

units from African states, while, on the other hand, it does exclude recourse to

troops from any of the permanent members of the Security Council.

In conclusion, I must invite the Council to act with the utmost speed« A

decision in principle reached today would be of the highest value. I would welcome

consultations followed by renewed meetings for a fuller elaboration of the mandate

which I recommend to the Security Council to give to me now. As a matter of course

I would report to the Council as appropriate on any action taken on the basis

of the authorization which I hope the Council will give me tonight.

# #*# *


